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ABSTRACT 

Recent observations of short-term changes in the neural health of youth athletes 

participating in collision sports such as football (boys) and soccer (girls) have incited a need to 

explore structural alterations in their brain tissue volumes. Studies have shown biochemical, 

vascular, functional connectivity, and white matter diffusivity changes in the brain physiology of 

these athletes that are strongly correlated with repetitive head acceleration exposure from on-field 

collisions. Here, research is presented that highlights regional anatomical volumetric measures that 

change longitudinally with accrued repetitive head impacts. A novel pipeline is introduced that 

provides simplified data analysis on a standard-space template to quantify group-level longitudinal 

volumetric changes within these populations. For both sports, results highlight incremental relative 

regional volumetric changes in the sub-cortical cerebrospinal fluid that are strongly correlated with 

head exposure events greater than a 50G threshold at the short-term post-season assessment. 

Moreover, longitudinal regional gray matter volumes are observed to decrease with time, only 

returning to baseline/pre-participation levels after sufficient (5-6 months) rest from collision-based 

exposure. These temporal structural volumetric alterations are significantly different from normal 

aging observed in gender and age-matched controls participating in non-collision sports. Future 

work involves modeling safe repetitive head exposure thresholds with multimodal image analysis 

and understanding their underlying physiological functioning.  A possible pathophysiological 

pathway is presented highlighting the probable metabolic regulatory mechanisms. The 

interdisciplinary nature of this work is crucial to understand this pathology accurately and aid 

healthcare, sport professionals in the future. It is evident that continual participation in collision-

based activities may represent a risk wherein recovery cannot occur. Even when present, the degree 

of the eventual recovery remains to be explored but has strong implications for the well-being of 

collision-sport participants. 
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 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Neurotrauma in Youth Athletes involved in Collision-based Sports 

The work presented here contributes to the larger study conducted by the Purdue 

Neurotrauma Group. The group has been investigating the effect of repetitive head impacts (RHI) 

on the overall cognitive health of youth athletes within the West Lafayette-Lafayette region of IN, 

USA. The study protocol mainly implements non-invasive imaging, computerized cognitive 

testing combined with on-field telemetry that record real-time biomechanical data quantifying each 

hit (ding, whiplash or blows to the body) experienced by the local athletes participating in 

collision-based sports. 

The effect of blunt force trauma causing symptomatic changes in the health of athletes 

involved in collision sports (football, soccer, rugby, ice hockey, boxing, etc.) is widely observed 

and quantified (Guskiewicz et al., 2004, 2006; McCrory et al., 2013;Gavett et al., 2011; McKee et 

al., 2016; Mckee & Daneshvar, 2015; Tagge et al., 2018). Common symptoms are loss of 

consciousness, post-traumatic amnesia, dizziness, nausea, balance impairment, headache, 

emotional instability, behavioral changes, cognitive impairment, etc. Post hoc tests such as the 

standardized assessment of concussion, physiological monitoring, non-invasive brain imaging and 

other neurocognitive testing are frequently employed to further investigate the pathology of these 

symptoms (Papa et al., 2015; Slobounov et al., 2010, 2017). It is a vital task to explore the effects 

of trauma that is clinically asymptomatic but accrues over time to present with neuroradiological 

changes within the brain’s biochemistry (Bari et al., 2019; Poole et al., 2014, 2015), vascular 

regulation (Svaldi et al., 2015, 2017, 2020), structural integrity (Chun et al., 2015; Jang et al., 2019; 

Schneider et al., 2019), cognitive functioning, etc. (Abbas, Shenk, Poole, Breedlove, et al., 2015; 

Abbas, Shenk, Poole, Robinson, et al., 2015; Shenk et al., 2015).  

It is these unnoticed asymptomatic or silent changes that affect the overall neural health of 

the athletes which interests investigators to explore, observe and quantify their pathophysiological 

regulatory mechanisms. Assessing biomarkers that present with this pathology can benefit athletes, 

trainers, and healthcare professionals in creating timely intervention strategies for the athletes 

involved in these collision sports (J. E. Bailes et al., 2013; Nauman et al., 2020; Nauman & 

Talavage, 2018; Talavage et al., 2014, 2016). 
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1.2 Detection of Structural Alterations in these Youth Athletes  

Physicians and healthcare professionals should be concerned for the neural health of 

athletes participating in collision-based sports. Understanding the exact mechanisms that drive 

traumatic change plays a pivotal role in the fast recovery of these athletes. Since the nature of this 

trauma is so hidden, it is unclear as to the consequences of continued participation in collision 

sports without timely intervention. This pathology and the head impact events that cause it do not 

elicit any noticeable clinical symptoms, although non-invasive imaging has demonstrated 

functional changes quantifying different neuroradiological parameters such as white matter 

structural integrity, imbalance in brain metabolite concentrations, gray matter functional 

connectivity, etc. With the observation of different functional changes detected by these imaging 

sequences, we postulate that there would be an underlying brain tissue volume change.  

Neurodegenerative disorders such as dementia (Y. K. Lee et al., 2013) and multiple 

sclerosis (Fisher et al., 2008), psychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia (Giuliani et al., 2005) 

and other sports-related trauma (Meysami et al., 2019; Tremblay et al., 2019) have been previously 

associated with brain tissue volume changes. Here we will be investigating the longitudinal change 

of these brain tissue volumes to detect subtle statistical changes across populations of collision 

sport athletes against non-collision-based controls. To gain insights on the overall impact of RHI 

we will be correlating these brain volumetric measures with the athletes’ on-field telemetry that 

quantifies the peak translational acceleration of an individual head exposure event. 

 Researching domain-based mathematical manipulation of MRI data to yield meaningful 

tissue-level volumetric measurements is a challenge. Prior research in quantifying structural brain 

volume changes has produced measurements with a low degree of reproducibility (Ashburner & 

Friston, 2001; Good et al., 2001) . The existence of multiple techniques and software packages 

exploring various segmentation schemes has demonstrated a low degree of overlap while 

quantifying regional brain tissue volumes (Akujedu et al. 2018). A novel pipeline is presented here 

in an effort to reconcile these findings. 

Moving forward, we will be tying together the observations and results of these brain 

volume measurements with biomechanical correlates from on-field telemetry. Addressing these 

challenges and explaining the nature of this repetitive head trauma (RHT) pathology will provide 

a basis for professionals to address this phenomenon with the right intervention strategies. 

Moreover, the elucidation of the biological regulatory mechanisms and pathways will increase the 
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visibility of studying this asymptomatic pathology by linking it with similar and/or more gross 

forms of neurodegenerative trauma. Bringing together all these elements will increase the 

importance of neuroscience research, especially within the confines of sports medicine. 

 Current findings demonstrate short-term reversible changes in the brain tissue volumes of 

athletes participating in collision sports. These changes are strongly tied to the translational head 

exposure loading at certain g-force thresholds. Investigating the pathways that present with similar 

volumetric changes in different pathologies can shed light on the nature of RHT. Understanding 

these regulatory pathways and mechanisms should inform clinicians and healthcare professionals 

about the possible indicators of this pathology. Most recent literature directs the implications of 

these findings to further investigate the role of the glymphatic system, the brain’s waste clearance 

system, with RHI (Li et al., 2020; Plog et al., 2015).  

The extent of these neuroimaging changes is not only observed in high-school aged youth 

athletes but also middle-school football athletes who are only starting to learn the sport (Appendix 

8.1). Not only does age play a key role but so does the sex and sport with changes being observed 

in the neuroradiological images of girls’ soccer athletes (Appendix 8.2). The early onset of 

neurological changes and a lack of age and gender bias when it comes to RHI reiterates the need 

to monitor the neural health of youth athletes continuously and proactively. 
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 BACKGROUND 

2.1 Neurotrauma 

2.1.1 Mild Traumatic Brain Injury 

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is estimated to result in approximately 1.6-3.8 million cases 

annually (Langlois et al., 2006). Global numbers are currently estimated to be around 69 million 

with 25% of the cases being recorded in North America (Dewan et al., 2019). Of these numbers, 

mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI) represents about 80-90% of the cases (Bigler and Maxwell et 

al. 2012; Bigler, 2013; Sussman et al., 2017). Long-term risks involved with mTBI are neurologic 

disorders such as dementia (Gardner & Yaffe, 2015; Y. K. Lee et al., 2013), mild cognitive 

impairment (Washington et al., 2016), psychiatric disorders such as post-traumatic stress disorder 

(Stein et al., 2009); and in certain cases, chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE) (Briggs et al., 

2016; Gavett et al., 2011; Martland et al., 1928) as originally observed in dementia pugilistica 

(a.k.a, punch-drunk syndrome). In a few case studies involving athletes (boxers, football players), 

this CTE is accompanied with progressive tauopathy (neurofibrillary tangles and phosphorylated 

tau protein) a common neurodegenerative biomarker observed here after repetitive head injury (di 

Virgilio et al., 2019; L. E. Hunter et al., 2019; Siman et al., 2013)  

mTBIs are clinically evaluated based on the following criterion. “mTBI is a TBI with any 

evidence of post-traumatic amnesia less than 24 hours, loss of consciousness less than 30 minutes 

and a Glasgow Coma scale score of 13-15” (Carroll et al., 2004). This World Health Organization 

Taskforce criterion has evolved over the years (Alexander, 1995; Prince & Bruhns, 2017) with the 

involvement of other governing bodies such as the Center for Disease and Control and the 

American Congress of Rehabilitation Medicine. Additionally, the TBI handbook for emergency 

physicians (Blyth & Bazarian, 2010) and review (Sa & Syed, 2014) highlight the need to manage 

TBI and its related pathologies with utmost care. Delving into the neurological aspects of sports 

concussion (D. King et al., 2014; Mccrory, 2004) and its thresholds for diagnosis (D. King et al., 

2016a; McCrory et al., 2013) educates one about the relevance of studying this pathology.  

Some believe that TBI is not a disease but an event (Rapp & Curley, 2012) that leads to 

neurological or psychiatric disorders. “The idea that CTE can stem from hits below the level of 

concussion is relatively new” (Louis et al., 2010). The first known observance of dementia 
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pugilistica was in boxers, especially “the less expert but courageous men who take considerable 

injury in the hope of wearing out their opponent” (Parker et al., 1934). Reconciling these facts and 

statements led us to explore the RHT pathology in the under-experienced youth athletes.  

2.1.2 Sports-related Neurotrauma 

Sports-related mTBI is documented in athletes playing collision sports such as football and 

soccer (Talavage et al., 2014, 2016). It is to be noted that about 50-90% of sports-related mTBI go 

undiagnosed (Baugh et al., 2012) which causes serious concerns for the well-being of these athletes. 

The NFL documents at least 0.7 concussions per game when averaged over a period of 4 seasons 

(Clark et al., 2017) with a greater rate of milder repetitive head injury and exposure (Baugh et al., 

2015; Daneshvar, Nowinski, et al., 2011). It is a vital task to understand the exact on-field features 

of head exposure such as impact location, player position, and active game time.  

Football and soccer account for most sports-related mTBI in high school collision sports 

(J. E. Bailes et al., 2013). To further add to the toll of RHI, the incidence of concussions reported 

by high-school aged students has been increasing at a steady pace, ~15% annually (Lincoln et al., 

2011). The national collegiate athletic association also reports that football contributes to the 

greatest number of injuries of all their sports (Hootman et al., 2007). 

Concerns for the neural health of these youth athletes are further highlighted in observing 

changes in neurological behavior coupled with and without clinically observed impairment 

(Talavage et al., 2014). These changes can be explained by the documentation of “subconcussive” 

or “silent” impacts that cause cognitive deficits and neurophysiological impairment while being 

asymptomatic in nature. Research relating to RHT is mainly classified into neurobiological, 

neuropsychological and impact exposure metrics (Mainwaring et al., 2018). Cognitive impairment 

has been functionally detected without a clinically diagnosed concussion in football players 

(Talavage et al., 2014), moreover the neurophysiological deficits assessed by immediate post- 

concussion assessment and cognitive testing and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) 

in these athletes shows a strong correlation with head acceleration exposure (HAE) (Davenport et 

al., 2014; Nauman et al., 2015).  

Soccer players have also demonstrated abnormal neurophysiological and 

neuropsychological function caused by subconcussive RHT (Moore et al., 2017; Strauss et al., 

2021). Heading in soccer carries an inherent risk to injury aligned with the outcomes of greater 
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concussion literature (Maher et al., 2014). In certain cases, CTE has been detected in players 

without a history of concussion further eliciting the role of RHI (Bailes et al., 2015; Bailes et al., 

2013; Gavett et al., 2011; Gysland et al., 2012; Koerte et al., 2015, 2021a). There lies an increased 

risk of developing dementia and other neurodegenerative disorders if one is involved with high 

school football (Savica et al., 2012). Previous studies suggest that males pose a greater risk of 

concussion playing football whereas it is soccer for females (Giza & Hovda, 2014; Koerte et al., 

2021), without a strong correlation for age or level of participation. However, the age of first 

exposure is strongly correlated with neuropsychiatric and cognitive outcomes (Alosco et al., 2017) 

highlighting concerns for the well-being of these athletes.  

It is important to note that many players do not report when being hit for the fear of being 

benched or removed from the game (Dvorak et al., 2007; Meier et al., 2015; Talavage et al., 2014), 

this phenomenon is also observed in concussion reporting (Register-Mihalik et al., 2013). 

Additionally, the helmets that these athletes wear is mainly designed to absorb the high intensity 

impacts and provides little to no protection from low or medium intensity blows whose cumulative 

effect can be injurious to the brain (Benson et al., 2009; Cummiskey et al., 2019; Daneshvar, Baugh, 

et al., 2011). It is noticed that the head impact exposure profile for football is worse when compared 

to rugby for the same adolescent age group, noting the fact that the latter does not require the use 

of much safety equipment (D. A. King et al., 2016) for its athletes. Although the gameplay of these 

two sports presents with some similarities, they mainly differ in how the ball is passed, which 

probably affects the tackling accelerations. The gruesome and hidden nature of trauma experienced 

by these athletes participating in these collision-based sports provides inspiration to construct 

protocols for continuous monitoring and safer management. 

2.1.3 Health Monitoring 

There are numerous imaging tools that assist with brain injury research (J. V. Hunter et al., 

2012; Sharma et al., 2010; Wintermark et al., 2015). Multi-modal image analysis exploring the 

effect of RHI (Talavage et al., 2021, Davenport, Apkarian, et al., 2016; Davenport, Urban, et al., 

2016; Dean et al., 2015; Eierud et al., 2014; Narayana et al., 2015; Slobounov et al., 2017) and 

structural health monitoring measures (Talavage et al., 2016) recommend a path that must be taken 

when it comes to dealing with RHI. Enacting along the lines of sports concussion management 
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(Guskiewicz et al., 2004, 2006), frequent health monitoring to detect pathological changes non-

invasively using neuroradiological imaging should be a regular practice.  

Neurological changes are expressed biochemically in spectroscopic measures (Bari et al., 

2019; Eisele et al., 2020; Johnson et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2015), vascular autoregulatory capacity 

modulation that quantify cerebrovascular reactivity (CVR) (Bari et al., 2019; Svaldi et al., 2015, 

2017), functional network connectivity alteration quantified using resting-state fMRI (Abbas, 

Shenk, Poole, Robinson, et al., 2015; DeSimone et al., 2021; Sours et al., 2015; L. Tang et al., 

2011; Zhou et al., 2012), visual working memory alteration (McDonald et al., 2012; Shenk et al., 

2015; Sinopoli et al., 2014; Wylie et al., 2015), and white matter diffusivity parameters (Bahrami 

et al., 2016; Chun et al., 2015; Davenport et al., 2014; Jang et al., 2019b; Khong et al., 2016; Lee 

et al., 2008; Messé et al., 2011; Sharp & Ham, 2011; Veeramuthu et al., 2015; Zhu et al., 2014) 

using diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) in athletes experiencing RHI. All these measures are coupled 

with biomechanical correlates obtained from on-field telemetry which documents the linear and 

rotation acceleration for each ‘ding’, hit, head acceleration event, and whiplash to the body 

(Breedlove et al., 2012; Davenport et al., 2014; McCuen et al., 2015; Nauman et al., 2015; Nauman 

& Talavage, 2018; Poole et al., 2015). Oftentimes, all these observations are correlated with 

neuropsychological assessments (Dean & Sterr, 2013; Fischer, Red, et al., 2016; Gysland et al., 

2012; Munce et al., 2014; Nordin et al., 2016.). Moreover, multi-modal diffuse connectivity maps 

constructed using resting state fMRI and DTI data demonstrate the functional impairment due to 

diffuse axonal injury (Tang et al., 2012; Tang et al., 2011) in these athletes. 

Observing such prevalent changes in the collision sports youth athlete population, we 

hypothesize that there would be longitudinal structural volumetric changes that can be observed 

on the T1-weighted structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). In most cases of athletes with 

RHT, not only is there a considerable loss of gray matter volumes and dilated ventricles (Gong et 

al., 2018; Ling et al., 2013; Raji et al., 2016) but also an increase in inflammatory biomarkers such 

as glial fibrillary acidic protein, neurofilament light protein, tau proteins, etc. (Neselius et al., 2012) 

suggesting the improper functioning of glial cells in the brain. Thus, providing the necessary 

motivation to conduct this study and accordingly analyze their MRI images for structural 

abnormalities. 

Using the information derived from non-invasive imaging analyses, we should be able to 

improve the RTP/RTL (return to play/return to learn) guidelines for these individuals and their 
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educators (Cancelliere et al., 2014). Currently, RTP guidelines require a minimum of 14 days after 

a concussive incident as opposed to a minimum of 10 days for adults (Khurana et al., 2012) without 

much of a prescription for RHT. Factoring in the results from the MRI and creating individualized 

RTP protocols that document injury profile, history, and neurodevelopmental stages would be 

beneficial to these athletes and avoid further damage to their neural ecosystem (Mihalik et al., 

2014). Sadly, we are only monitoring the RHT. The treatment will require randomized double-

blind studies to ascertain if the monitored athletes improve with different RTP protocols. 

Regardless, continuous health monitoring is a key step in collecting the required data to observe 

this pathology. 

It is also recommended that amongst other prescriptions such as rest from physical activity, 

regular non-collision-based exercise would be beneficial to the athlete (Halson et al, 2013). Most 

of these guidelines are tuned to concussions/TBIs but should be extended to mTBIs and clinically 

asymptomatic athletes exhibiting functionally abnormal brain neuroradiological imaging 

parameters. With a lot of attention to avoid a second impact/ secondary injury which would be 

more detrimental than the first (Mccrory et al., 2012) in the case of a concussion, there should be 

frequent health monitoring to prevent similar cascades when it comes to RHT. 

The ongoing debate of whether head trauma leads to generalizable neurological changes is 

an evolving topic with political influences from different parent sport associations. In the efforts 

to make the sport safer and being cognizant of the athlete’s health, individualized monitoring 

would probably be the best route to avoid misinterpreting results from various studies. There is a 

need for technological advancement to constantly monitor these athletes, be it better telemetry to 

quantify rotational accelerations of head impacts, video monitoring or coaching tackling 

techniques, etc. Since it has been observed that athletes with similar hit distribution profiles show 

divergent neurological changes, continuous and proactive health monitoring provides the best 

alternative to detect any existing neurological deficits. 

2.2 MRI Morphometric Analysis 

2.2.1 MRI Basics 

Coupled with some graduate-level medical imaging courses, Bitar et al. (2006) and A. F. 

Mills et al. (2017) go into detail about MRI imaging basics, RF pulse sequence design which 
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should serve as an effective primer for novice readers entering the magnetic resonance (MR) field. 

In this study to help us discern the RHT pathology from a control athlete population we are 

utilizing the T1-weighted structural MRI. T2-weighted MRIs histograms are harder to 

decompose/resolve/segment when compared to the T1-weighted histogram profiles of voxel-wise 

intensities (Diaz-de-Grenu et al., 2014). Here, we create a novel pipeline using the intensity-based 

T1 (spin-lattice relaxation) MRI of each athlete and correlate it with biomechanical measures 

collected on the field to ultimately produce valuable group level statistics of their brain volumes. 

It would be useful to include contrast based T1-weighted MRI, fluid attenuated inversion recovery 

MRI in future protocols to help us gauge the structural tissue-level changes with greater accuracy. 

2.2.2 Existing Techniques 

Initially, brain morphometry research was conducted on normal subjects and phantoms to 

assess their errors (Filipek et al., 1989), mainly executed on a 2-dimensional or slice-by-slice basis. 

MRI imaging was then used to highlight 3-dimensional tissue and anatomic-based contrasts to 

study the nature and development of the brain (Caviness Jr et al., 1996, Kennedy et al., 2002). 

Morphometric descriptors were analyzed using tissue segmentation, cortical parcellation, 

subcortical and white matter parcellation schemes. If one were to perform group-level analyses, 

the key task with morphometry is accurate brain segmentation and registration. The segmentation 

algorithms’ performance was catapulted using an automated hidden Markov random field model 

and expectation-maximization algorithm (Zhang et al., 2001). The field then moved to semi-

automated techniques that showed better reproducibility when quantifying volumes and surfaces 

of these MR images (Nishida et al., 2006). The bulk of the morphometric analysis was carried out 

on T1-weighted images, with some neurodevelopment analysis on T2-weighted images (Peterson 

et al., 2003). Studies with larger sample sizes were able to quantify the trajectories of brain 

development, tissue volume change across sexes, and across different brain regions (Lenroot et al., 

2007). After which, these morphometric techniques have started being employed to study disease, 

learning, and aging (Mietchen et al., 2009) with other methods of contrast such as magnetization 

transfer ratio for applications like tumor imaging (Garcia et al., 2015). 

Brain volumetric measures have vexed research scientists since the advent of non-invasive 

imaging (Ashburner & Friston, 2000; Bookstein, 2001; Haug, 1986). Structural volumetric 

changes are traditionally quantified using global or whole-brain morphometry techniques and/or 
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otherwise manually delineated regional volumetry. The former employs automated algorithms 

whereas the latter depends on the skills of the MRI technician or radiologist. The latter approach 

highlights the specific region-of-interest (ROI) and is mainly practiced for lesion/tumor 

segmentation (Hevia-Montiel et al., 2015). The lack of a gold standard to thoroughly ascertain 

brain volumes has led to multiple techniques and measures with a low degree of reproducibility. 

The myriad of neuroimaging data collected in the past few decades creates a need to develop quick 

and efficient algorithms to calculate brain volumes accurately with many clinical applications 

(Giorgio & de Stefano, 2013). Existing methods include automated voxel-based morphometry by 

FSL-SIENA (Smith et al., 2002), FSL-VBM (Smith et al., 2004; Andersson et al, 2007), model-

based FSL-FIRST (Patenaude et al., 2011), and technician based manually segmented regional 

volumetry techniques (ITK-SNAP v3.8: Hashempour et al., 2019, Bartel et al., 2017; SPM-

DARTEL: Lin et al., 2013, Ashburner et al., 2010). These methods have been compared in their 

performance for quantifying brain subcortical volumes (Akudjedu et al., 2018; Good et al., 2001).  

Here, we introduce a region-based volumetry technique and test its efficacy on a dataset of 

high-school collision sport athletes experiencing RHI. It is to be noted that the pathology of RHT 

differs greatly from TBI and other more severe lesion-specific diseases that drastically affect the 

structural morphology of the brain (Brett et al., 2020). Hence, the degree of error while performing 

automated segmentation and tissue classification is lower in the former condition, allowing for 

easier comparisons with a healthy/control population (Irimia et al., 2012). 

2.2.3 Comparison of Morphometric Techniques 

Voxel-based morphometry (VBM) tools have been used in combination with manual ROI-

based measures for patients with schizophrenia (Giuliani et al., 2005), studying aging in 465 

normal adult human brains (Good et al., 2001) and moderate-severe TBI (Cole et al., 2018). The 

methods highlighted here aim to reconcile voxel-based volumetry but normalize the analysis 

across ROIs. A more comprehensive study with 163 subjects validating VBM for subcortical ROIs 

compared to manual ROI volumetry is seen in Focke et al. (2014) justifying the analysis conducted 

here. In essence, automated VBM performs better in cases where subcortical structures are difficult 

to highlight and discern thereby guaranteeing higher anatomical specificity. We reconcile this fact 

as the ROIs delineated for the standard space group-level templates require anatomical specificity 

for the computation of regional volume changes, thereby eradicating the need for manual ROI 
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description in the original coordinate space the image was acquired. Ross et al. (2011) reviews 

similar longitudinal studies on MRI volumetry tools which use intracranial volume as a 

normalization measure for 230 subjects diagnosed with mild to severe TBI; and as the review 

points out that atrophy values are different but comparable for tools ranging from semi-automatic 

to completely automated tools (SPM, FSL-SIENA, etc.). This low degree of reproducibility could 

stem from the overly comprehensive intracranial normalization (Adduru et al., 2020) used which 

could be erroneous as compared to a more region-specific normalization implemented here.  

Spatial patterns can also be quantified using the Jacobian determinant as demonstrated in 

Cole et al. (2018). The Jacobian technique (Nakamura et al., 2014) also picks up brain atrophy 

changes after moderate-severe traumatic brain injury and remains to be quantified as an added 

output in future analyses. The sensitivity of morphometric techniques varies across different 

pathologies with different degrees of change, making comparison across RHT and concussion data 

a tough task. Although the final output is a volumetric entity, the nature of its implications is tied 

to the underlying histopathology and image processing. 

2.2.4 Proposed Model of Morphometry 

While quantifying brain atrophy progression, the existence of a prior distribution of T1-

weighted MRI favors the reliability of longitudinal measures when compared to cross-sectional 

measures (Ross et al., 2022; Ross et al., 2011). Exploiting this fact, we introduce a novel pipeline 

to compute relative regional volumetric changes (rRVC) that normalizes regional brain volume 

changes at a follow-up time point with respect to the baseline T1-weighted MRI scan. Each T1-

weighted MRI undergoes the standard preprocessing steps such as brain extraction/skull-stripping, 

bias field correction, and warping to the MNI-152 (Montreal neurological institute) standard space 

template (Fonov et al., 2009).  

The rRVC measure is then integrated over regions of the respective tissue classes: gray 

matter (GM), white matter (WM), and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) to yield relative tissue volumetric 

change (rTVC); across different timepoints for collision sport athletes (CSA) and non-collision 

athletes/controls (NCA). rTVC is further integrated over all the tissue classes to yield relative total 

brain volumetric change (rBVC). These volumetric measures are analyzed to develop meaningful 

statistical models across the CSA, NCA, and within the CSA populations. To understand their 

relationship with RHI as a possible explanatory variable, these measures are further assessed with 
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cumulative count of head acceleration events (nHAE) exceeding a certain peak translational 

acceleration (PTA) threshold as a covariate.  

The novel pipeline introduced here helps alleviate the inconsistencies in previous 

volumetric methods (Ashburner et al., 2000-Bookstein et al., 2001-Ashburner et al., 2001, Giuliana 

et al., 2005) and simplifies group-level comparisons on a standard space template/atlas using a 

normalization scheme. It accommodates for regional variation of changes coupled with sensitivity 

to spatially complex group differences (Ashburner, 2010; Ashburner & Friston, 2001). The 

quantification of longitudinal changes in relative tissue volumes of CSA with nHAE at different 

PTA thresholds as a covariate further elicits the applicability of this pipeline.  

The volumetric measures evaluated here use whole-brain white matter (Mori et al., 2005), 

ventricular CSF (Vrenken et al., 2014), and a gray matter (Shen et al., 2013) parcellation for male 

(football) and female (soccer) for CSA, non-collision controls (NCA) of similar ages. Each tissue 

class has different mechanical properties (Budday et al., 2019) and vital functions associated with 

the overall neural health. rTVC of brain tissues for CSA exhibited significant deviations during 

the collision season that largely recovered to pre-participation/baseline levels by 5-6 months after 

the season's end. Prior work has revealed longitudinal region-specific volumetric changes in both 

gray matter (Bigler et al., 2004; B. D. Mills et al., 2020; Zhou et al., 2013) thickness and ventricular 

CSF increase (N. D. Davenport et al., 2018; T. C. Harris et al., 2019; Ledig et al., 2017) in subjects 

with mild traumatic brain injury. The observations here document similar findings, but for a cohort 

of asymptomatic youth athletes involved in collision-based sports experiencing RHI. Exploring 

the nature of these changes coupled with the possible metabolic regulatory mechanisms and 

pathways involved should inch the research closer to quantifying a reliable biomarker for this 

pathology. 

2.3 Pathophysiological Modeling 

2.3.1 Glymphatics 

Introduction: Understanding the implications of the underlying pathophysiological 

conditions that govern these observations led us to explore the intricacies of the glymphatic system. 

The glymphatic system or the glial-lymphatic system is the macroscopic waste clearance system 

of the brain. It is a system of perivascular channels formed by astroglial cells that eliminates waste, 
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distributes non-waste compounds (glucose, lipids, amino acids, neurotransmitters) and is largely 

engaged during sleep (Cai et al., 2020; Fultz et al., 2019.; Jessen et al., 2015; Mestre et al., 2020). 

We hypothesize that if there are macroscopic volumetric changes observed in the CSF of 

CSA then there should be a disturbance in its glymphatic counterparts causing non-ideal waste 

clearance. Similar hypotheses have been validated in humans for TBI and aging (Iliff et al., 2012; 

Jessen et al., 2015; Kou et al., 2010; Kou & Iraji, 2014; Kou & VandeVord, 2014; Plog et al., 2015; 

Unterberg et al., 2004). As for the repetitive mTBI, changes in glymphatic clearance have been 

observed in rat models (Christensen et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020). 

Linking the two would require in-depth modeling schemes that explore the metabolic 

regulatory pathways involved with this pathology. A step further would be to profile the CSF for 

neurodegenerative protein markers as carried out for Alzheimer’s disease (Bader et al., 2020; 

Dayon et al., 2018), although not an ideal route due to the invasive nature of the procedures. Other 

non-invasive methods to quantify the glymphatic system are through phase-contrast imaging 

which maps the velocities of the CSF fluxes (Howden et al., 2008; Masoumi et al., 2013; Matsumae 

et al., 2014; Takizawa et al., 2017; Yatsushiro et al., 2018), chemical exchange saturation transfer 

MRI (Chen et al., 2020), CSF motion sensitive imaging (Horie et al., 2017), glymphatic MRI (Eide 

& Ringstad, 2019; Taoka & Naganawa, 2020), and DTI to detect diffuse axonal injury coupled 

with glial activation (Kou et al., 2010; Kou & VandeVord, 2014). Quantifying the function of the 

glymphatic system using CSF volume as a mediator with CSF flow as an outcome should prove 

to be a valuable causal statistical model for RHT. 

 

Cell-biology: Delving deeper into the biological implications at the cellular level leads us 

to explore the interaction of this pathology with normal homeostasis. RHT that causes tissue-level 

changes along of the lines of neural injury could stem from damage or imbalance caused at a 

cellular level (Nauman et al., 2020). Head trauma from sequelae of repetitive mTBI has been 

known to cause disruptions in the cerebral blood flow (Champagne et al., 2020), blood brain barrier 

breakdown and increased neuroinflammation (Dashnaw et al., 2012; Marchi et al., 2013).  

The metabolic cascades of immunoexcitotoxicity and microglial activation interact with 

the brain’s waste clearance system via different pathways. There are multiple endogenous 

neuroprotective mechanisms that come into play after acute cerebral trauma/ischemia. Studying 

how these mechanisms regulate neuroinflammation (Chiu et al., 2016) can shed light into the 
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nature of the chronic pathologies involved with accrued head exposure (Leker & Shohami, 2002). 

It has been documented that certain biomolecules (di Virgilio et al., 2019) such as tau proteins (L. 

E. Hunter et al., 2019) and microRNA (Papa et al., 2019) can serve as effective biomarkers for this 

pathology (Siman et al., 2013). Quantifying the concentration of specific serum biomarkers (Vike 

et al., 2021; Bari et al., 2021) assists with the causal statistical modeling of RHT. 

The pathophysiology of severe TBI exhibits great interest to researchers previously being 

characterized by the neurometabolic cascade of excitotoxicity, mitochondrial dysfunction, 

alteration in cerebral blood flow and impaired neuroplasticity (Shrey et al., 2011; Signoretti et al., 

2011). There exist multiple biomarkers in the CSF that are indicative of RHT which can serve as 

possible indicators in future studies (Shrey et al., 2011). But the collection of CSF is a very invasive 

and painful process and possesses implementation setbacks. Other approaches include non-

invasive imaging and electrophysiological measurements that quantify the cognitive decline and 

demonstrate accelerated aging with this pathology (Broglio, et al., 2012). Evaluating the interplay 

of these various processes and how they play a collective role in quantifying the regulatory 

pathways led us to model (Brock et al., 2013) the pathophysiological nature of the volumetric 

changes observed here.  

 

CSF flow modeling: Understanding the production and modulation of CSF within the 

brain will shed light on the functioning of the glymphatic system and its role with RHT (Johanson 

et al., 2011). Modeling CSF flow using phase contrast imaging (Howden et al., 2008; Masoumi et 

al., 2013; Matsumae et al., 2014, 2019) and other modalities will inch us closer to a complete 

picture of the glymphatic regulation. The vascular networks in the brain also play a role with the 

modulation of CSF (Das et al., 2021) coupled with low-frequency oscillations in fMRI images 

(Ghali & Ghali, 2020) and functional near infra-red spectroscopy (Tong & Frederick, 2010, 2012). 

Mapping the CSF flow from the choroid plexus through the ventricles finally to the subarachnoid 

spaces whilst being cognitive of the vascular architecture (Bernier et al., 2018; Viviani, 2016) of 

the brain can serve as an effective strategy for future experiments. 

2.3.2 Small Animal Models 

 The lack of human studies involving the exploration of the glymphatic system and other 

pathophysiological models is scarce. Currently the field of neurotrauma is indebted to the vast 
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collection of small animal models that describe this pathology (Turner et al., 2015). The ease and 

control for experimental implementation and validation of repetitive mTBI in mice has led to 

observations of neuroinflammation, blood-brain barrier disruption and elevation of other 

histological biomarkers (Kane et al., 2012). Multiple models explore different mechanisms of head 

impact delivery (Corrigan et al., 2011) leading to similar observations of hypovolemia, hypoxia 

(Cernak, 2005), axonal injury (Donald et al., 2007) and impaired spatial memory (Henninger et al., 

2005) in these small animals. RHT has also been characterized with apoptosis (Conti et al., 1998), 

astrogliosis and the accumulation of tau proteins in mice brains (Luo et al., 2014; Rubenstein et 

al., 2019; Z. Yang et al., 2015). All these models are crucial to understanding the underlying 

biological pathways and translating the findings to characterizing the neural health of youth 

athletes exhibiting a similar pathophysiology (Nauman et al., 2020; Semple et al., 2015; Tagge et 

al., 2018).  
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 METHODS 

3.1 Experimental Study Design 

3.1.1 Participant Demographics  

86 high school-aged athletes participated on a voluntary basis, comprising two pools: 57 

athletes participating in collision sports (CSA); and 29 athletes participating in non-collision sports 

(NCA; e.g., track and field, gymnastics, cross-country). Participants were not excluded from either 

pool due to history of concussion. Participant demographics are provided in Table 3.1. 

CSA: 38 male (ages: 15–18 years) and 19 female (ages: 14–18 years) athletes, each 

participating in collision-based sports (M: American football; F: soccer), were recruited from three 

local high schools over four seasons of play.  

NCA: 15 male (ages: 15–18 years) and 14 female (ages: 14–18 years) athletes, each 

participating only in non-collision sports, were recruited from the same high schools as the CSA 

participants. This pool served as a control for the reproducibility of measurements over time. 

3.1.2 Participant Schedule 

All CSA underwent at least five (5) MRI sessions around their competition season: Pre, 

before collision activity onset (i.e., before season-related activity commenced); In1, during the first 

half of the competition season; In2, during the second half of the competition season; Post1, near-

term follow-up session after (1-10 weeks) competition season conclusion; and Post2, long-term 

follow-up session after (11-23 weeks) competition season conclusion.  

For a subset of 21 CSA athletes, a sixth MRI session was conducted:  Post3, prolonged 

follow-up session after (29-37 weeks) competition season conclusion.  This imaging session was 

acquired as the Pre assessment for the subsequent season for individuals who were not Seniors at 

the time of Pre, In1, In2, Post1, and Post2. This session was only incorporated in analyses intended 

to examine the nature of volumetric changes following a prolonged period free of participation-

related collision activity. 

Note that all CSA were physically active, but not engaged in collision-related activities, 

prior to Pre and Pre2/Post3, as they were all taking part in conditioning activities for their sports. 
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All NCA underwent two (2) MRI sessions, Test and Retest, separated in time by 4-13 weeks. All 

imaging sessions were conducted during training and competition activities to maintain 

comparable levels of physical activity around each session. Imaging sessions and median intervals 

between sessions are schematized in Figure 3.1 for both CSA and NCA. 

 

 

Table 3.1 Demographics of participants with complete set of valid imaging data as collected at Pre/Test session. (All 

values are: Mean ± StdDev, [Min, Max]), CSA: Collision Sport Athletes, NCA: Non-collision Sport Athletes 

 Males Females 

Category CSA  

(N=38) 

NCA  

(N=15) 

CSA  

(N=19) 

NCA  

(N=14) 

Age (years) 

 

16.6 ± 1.2 

[15, 18] 

16.2 ± 1.1 

[15, 18] 

15.7 ± 1.2 

[14, 18] 

15.8 ± 1.2 

[14, 18] 

Sport Football (38) Basketball (2) 

Track and field (4) 

Cross-country (1) 

Swimming (4) 

More than one (4) 

Soccer (19) Basketball (4) 

Track and field (3) 

Gymnastics (1) 

Swimming (2) 

More than one (4) 

Years of high school athletics 

participation 

2.1 ± 0.9 

[0, 3] 

1.77 ± 1.1 

[0, 4] 

1.9 ± 1.0 

[0, 3] 

1.49 ± 1.1 

[0, 3] 

Number of previously 

diagnosed concussions 

 

0.61 ± 1.0 

[0, 5] 

0.48 ± 0.9 

[0, 2] 

0.67 ± 1.1 

[0, 3] 

0.51 ± 1.0 

[0, 3] 

Height (inches) 

 

71.2 ± 2.7 

[65, 77] 

70.6 ± 2.3 

[66, 75] 

64.5 ± 2.2 

[61, 69] 

66.4 ± 2.1 

[62, 71] 

Weight (lbs) 

 

186.2 ± 34.6 

[125, 245] 

152.6 ± 24.8 

[120, 190] 

136.3 ± 18.4 

[106, 170] 

127.1 ± 15.9 

[110, 195] 

Racial and ethnic categories 

     White 

     Black or African 

American 

     Hispanic or Latino 

     Asian 

 

30 

5 

2 

1 

 

13 

0 

0 

2 

 

19 

0 

0 

0 

 

11 

1 

0 

2 
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Figure 3.1 Schedule of longitudinal assessments for participants. Median intervals to each category of assessment are shown for each participant subgroup. (Top) 

Collision sport athletes (CSA) involved in boys’ American football (N=38) and girls’ soccer (N=19) were imaged at least five times around their competition 

season (Pre: during off-season conditioning; In1: during first half of the competition season (1-10 weeks after onset); In2: during second half of the competition 

season (5-15 weeks after onset); Post1: 1-2 months after end of the competition season (14-25 weeks after onset); Post2: 4-6 months after end of the competition 

season (24-38 weeks after onset); Post3: a subset of non-senior participants were imaged again 7-9 months after end of the competition season (44-52 weeks after 

onset). (Bottom) Non-collision sport athletes (NCA; N=29, F/M=14/15) involved in non-collision sports (see Table 3.1) were imaged twice during competition and 

conditioning (Test and Retest separated by 1-2 months).
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3.1.3 Data Acquisition Protocol 

MRI data acquisition: All imaging was conducted at the Purdue University MRI Facility 

(West Lafayette, IN) using a 3T General Electric Signa HDx (Waukesha, WI) with a 16-channel 

brain array (Nova Medical; Wilmington, MA). To assess longitudinal stability of anatomical 

volumes, a high-resolution T1 acquisition (3D fast spoiled gradient recalled-echo; 1mm isotropic 

resolution; TR/TE = 5.71/1.976msec; flip angle = 73o) was conducted at each session.  

Head acceleration events data collection: CSA were monitored for head acceleration 

events (HAEs) in each official practice and game. Whilst there is no standard procedure for 

reporting head impact data (D. King et al., 2016b), this study documents telemetry data as PTA 

for each HAE. These were collected using one of two systems: head impact telemetry system 

(HITS; Simbex; Lebanon, NH), used only for American football athletes; or the xPatch (X2 

Biosystems; Seattle, WA), used for both American football and soccer athletes. The collected data 

follows the head exposure distribution profile of previous studies (Bari et al., 2019b; Jang et al., 

2019a; Svaldi et al., 2020; Lee et al. 2021). HITS encoders were used only with Riddell helmets, 

being placed prior to the season, and examined thereafter only to recharge batteries or replace 

encoders that had ceased nominal operation. When the xPatch was used, the device was placed on 

the athlete’s right ear using an adhesive patch prior to each practice or game and collected after 

the activity. Regardless of the system being used, a researcher was present at every session 

(practice or game) to ensure proper function of sensors, as described in Talavage et al. (2014) and 

McCuen et al. (2015). The xPatch was affixed behind the athlete's right ear using an adhesive patch, 

applied after cleaning of the area with rubbing alcohol. A spray adhesive (CavilonTM) was applied 

on an as-needed basis. 

Note: Two CSA were excluded from our analysis due to incomplete HAE data: one football 

athlete ceased participation in the sport during the season; a second football athlete had his HITS 

encoder fail, and no replacement was available for several weeks. Another 20 football players with 

an imaging session at Post1 were added to strengthen and to an extent test the linear functional 

analysis of HAE against tissue volumetric change in the latter part of the analyses. 
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3.2 Data Pre-processing 

3.2.1 MRI Pre-processing  

Neuroimaging pre-processing was performed using existing analysis of functional 

neuroimages (AFNI; Cox et al., 1996) and FMRIB software library (FSL; Smith et al., 2004). 

 

T1-weighted MRI pre-processing: A brain extraction tool (AFNI: 3dSkullStrip) was 

applied to strip the skull from each anatomical T1-weighted scan. After skull-stripping, the T1-

weighted image underwent bias field correction (AFNI: 3dUnifize) to normalize tissue intensities 

and eliminate low-frequency noise components prior to image registration. All T1-weighted 

images were then registered via affine and high-dimensional nonlinear transformations (AFNI: 

auto_warp.py) along with 3-D spatial blurring (3mm full-width-at-half-maximum) to the MNI-

152 nonlinear 6th generation atlas (Fonov et al., 2009).  

 

MRI tissue mask generation: Tissue-specific masks were generated for the MNI-152 

template using FSL-FAST (Smith et al., 2004) to yield gray matter (GM), white matter (WM), and 

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) masks. Figure 3.2 depicts the pre-processing pipeline conducted on each 

T1-weighted scan (i.e., for every athlete, at each session) to produce a volumetric measure for a 

segmented standard-space ROI. 

Note that NCA were not monitored for HAEs due to the absence of collisions from nominal 

participation in these activities, expected to lead to a substantial difference in exposure to RHI 

relative to CSA.   

 

MRI regional volume generation: Regional volumes within each tissue were quantified 

using previously defined parcellations. GM volumes were computed based on the 278 region-of-

interest (ROI) parcellation of (Shen et al., 2013). WM regional volumes were quantified using the 

20 ROI parcellation of the white matter skeleton by (Mori et al., 2005). CSF was quantified using 

2 templates, the first being the complete CSF segmented tissue of the MNI-152 template, and the 

second being a segmentation (Vrenken et al., 2014) of the deep brain/ventricular system CSF 

(dCSF) which included the lateral and third ventricles.  



 

 

 

3
2
 

 

Figure 3.2 Pipelines for pre-processing, generation, and application of tissue-specific masks to T1-weighted images for calculation of volumetric changes as a 

function of time. (Top) For each athlete (j) and session (k), the native-space T1-weighted MRI is converted to the international consortium of brain mapping 

standard space template/atlas (ICBM152) for subsequent masking.  (Bottom) Three tissue-specific masks are generated and subsequently parcellated into 300 total 

regions of interest (ROIs, i) for application to the standard space T1-weighted images, allowing quantification of volumetric measurements in each region for each 

athlete and session (Voli,j,k). Segmented tissues include gray matter (GM), white matter (WM), cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), and ventricular (or "deep") cerebrospinal 

fluid (dCSF). Tools used: Analysis of functional neuroimages (AFNI) and FMRIB software library (FSL). 
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MRI relative volume change computation: Relative volume changes were computed at 

three levels for each unique athlete-session. First, the rRVC was computed on an individual ROI 

basis, for each ROI associated with a given tissue type. Second, the rTVC was computed for each 

tissue type (GM, WM, CSF) by aggregating the relative volume changes in comprising ROIs. 

Third, the relative brain volume change (rBVC) was computed by aggregating over relative tissue 

volume changes (GM, WM, CSF) for the given athlete-session. 

 

Equations of volumetric transformations: To examine volumetric changes on a 

normalized region-specific basis, a novel pipeline was implemented. First, the rRVC in the ith ROI 

was computed for the jth athlete at the kth follow-up session (CSA: In1, In2, Post1, Post2, Post3; 

NCA: Retest) with normalization to baseline (CSA: Pre; NCA: Test) volume as:  

 

𝑟𝑅𝑉𝐶𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 =
𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 − 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑖,𝑗,𝑃𝑟𝑒

𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑖,𝑗,𝑃𝑟𝑒
 

 

A closer look at the rRVC equation reveals a Z-score or t-statistic type transformation with 

the volumes from the follow-up session being normalized by the baseline session. The brain-wide 

measure of rTVC for a given athlete-session was computed at each session by a weighted sum of 

the rRVCs obtained for each of the 𝑁𝑋 ROIs comprising tissue X ∈ {GM, WM, CSF, dCSF}: 

𝑟𝑇𝑉𝐶𝑋,𝑗,𝑘 = ∑ 𝑐𝑖 × 𝑟𝑅𝑉𝐶𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

𝑁𝑋

𝑖=1

 

 

The weight 𝑐𝑖 =
𝑣𝑖

∑ 𝑣𝑘𝑘
 is the relative fraction of the ROI volume (in voxels) represented by 

the ROI within the total volume of ROIs associated with the tissue. 

 

𝑟𝐵𝑉𝐶𝑗,𝑘 = ∑ 𝑤𝑋 × 𝑟𝑇𝑉𝐶𝑋,𝑗,𝑘

𝑋

 

 

 The relative total brain volume change (rBVC) was similarly computed as the weighted 

sum of rTVC over the GM, WM, and CSF tissue masks, where wGM=0.4262, wWM=0.3912, and 

wCSF=0.1826 represent the relative fraction of the entire brain encompassed by the GM, WM, and 

CSF masks, respectively for the MNI-152 nonlinear 6th generation atlas (Fonov et al. 2009). 
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3.2.2 HAE Pre-processing 

HAE data were pooled over the HITS and xPatch sensors and subsequently pruned 

following the windowing and thresholding (≥20G) procedure of McCuen et al., (2015). Note that 

while both devices have been documented to exhibit low average error over large sample sizes 

(Broglio, Surma, et al., 2012; Cummiskey et al., 2017; O’Connor et al., 2017), both devices are 

also known to exhibit appreciable error levels on an individual measurement basis (Cummiskey et 

al., 2017). No analyses were performed based on singular events. 

The count of HAEs exceeding a PTA threshold (PTATh∈ {20G, 25G, 30G…95G}) for the 

jth athlete at the kth (k ∈ {In1, In2, Post1}) follow-up session was computed as    

 

𝑛𝐻𝐴𝐸𝑇ℎ,𝑗,𝑘 = ∑ 𝑢(𝑃𝑇𝐴𝑝,𝑗,𝑘 − 𝑃𝑇𝐴𝑇ℎ)

𝑀𝑘

𝑝=1

 

 

where Mk represents the total number of HAEs experienced prior to the kth session, and 𝑢(∙) is the 

unit/Heaviside step function. 

 The evaluation of the skin-mounted and helmet sensors show that they have low resolution 

for each measurement (Tierman et al., 2019, O’Connor et al., 2017, Jadischke et al., 2013), but 

when averaged performance is measured over a season’s play, they are reliable for these 

population-based analyses (Cummiskey et al., 2019). Video-based monitoring and assisted 

telemetry can aid with the collection of on-field acceleration data (Campbell et al., 2020). In 

addition to quality assurance, it can record new information such as impact location, playing style, 

and direction of tackle, etc. 

3.3 MRI Measurement Reliability 

3.3.1 Ground Truth Measurements 

SIENA estimates the percentage brain volume change (PBVC) between the T1-weighted 

images at two-time points. The SIENA PBVC is not normalized nor is it a local (no regional or 

tissue alternative) measure and inherently applies an analog of the boundary shift integral method 

(Freeborough & Fox, 1997) on the pre-processed T1-weighted whole-brain images. Traditional 

brain volume change (BVC) was also calculated as shown in the equations below with analogs for 
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regional (RVC) and tissue (TVC) levels. We will not be dealing with absolute volumes but instead, 

our ground truth analysis will include a comparison between the newly proposed normalized 

measure (rBVC) with BVC and SIENA. 

 

 

𝑅𝑉𝐶𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 = 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 − 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑖,𝑗,𝑃𝑟𝑒 

𝑇𝑉𝐶𝑋,𝑗,𝑘 = ∑ 𝑐𝑖 × 𝑅𝑉𝐶𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

𝑁𝑋

𝑖=1

 

𝐵𝑉𝐶𝑗,𝑘 = ∑ 𝑤𝑋 × 𝑇𝑉𝐶𝑋,𝑗,𝑘

𝑋

 

𝑆𝐼𝐸𝑁𝐴𝑗,𝑘 = 𝐹𝑆𝐿_𝑆𝐼𝐸𝑁𝐴(𝑇1𝑗,𝑘, 𝑇1𝑗,𝑃𝑟𝑒) 

3.3.2 Data Quality Assurance 

MRI images are corrupted by Rician distribution that arises from the complex Gaussian 

noise in the original frequency domain during data acquisition. A median filter is a simple and 

computation-efficient technique to denoise this corruption. Another form of noise is intensity 

inhomogeneity or nonuniformity. Termed as the low-frequency bias field (shading artifacts), it is 

an undesirable signal that blurs high-frequency contents (contours, edges) of MR images and 

decreases the fidelity of the image. The latter is more troublesome as it is not easily identifiable by 

the human eye and thus requires a mandatory pre-processing step for non-uniform intensity 

correction (Gispert et al., 2004).  

AFNI’s 3dUnifize sub-routine solves both these issues by using local median white matter 

intensity values to uniformize the T1-weighted MRI and eradicate the shading artifacts. Other 

methods for denoising MR images exist (J. Yang et al., 2015; Zeng et al., 2020) but are not 

implemented in the final pre-processing pipeline as the latter part of the pipeline is involved with 

registration and blurring the images to a FWHM (full-width-half-max) of 3mm that denoises 

certain high-frequency noise components (Vibhakar et al., 2012).  

MRI data quality checks are a crucial part of the pipeline. It requires constant eyes-on-data 

to spot errors in each stage of the pipeline. There exists no gold standard when it comes to 

denoising T1-weighted MRIs of all the possible noises that arise from data acquisition and pre-

processing. Hence, it is up to the graduate student to ensure that all the slices of the T1-weighted 
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MRI are clean and of good quality. Coupled with post hoc checks for exaggerating results or 

volumetric measures, contrast-to-noise, and signal-to-noise ratios one can develop a healthy 

standard for good quality data. 
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3.3.3 Partial Volume Estimation 

 

Figure 3.3 (Columns: Left to Right) Axial, sagittal, and coronal mask images of the FSL-FAST ICBM152 

segmentations for (Rows: Top to Bottom) CSF, GM, WM, and Combined (CSF+GM+WM) (a) (Above) Without 

partial volume estimation (b) (Below) With partial volume estimation. 
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The FSL-FAST (Zhang et al., 2001) segmentation algorithm employs expectation 

maximization of hidden Markov random fields for the different tissues in the brain. This finite 

mixtures-based modeling technique also produces a probabilistic partial volume estimation. 

Essentially, the GM-CSF and GM-WM tissue boundaries/interfaces are continuously varying 

compared to the discrete masks segmented for these tissues without the partial volume estimation. 

Figure 3.3 depicts the differences between each tissue and the whole-brain mask.  

We will only use the discrete masks in our calculations for normalized brain volumes since 

we are dealing with a singular standard atlas-specific segmentation that simplifies group-level 

analyses. It might be advised to employ the masks with partial volume estimation if one were 

segmenting the original space T1-weighted and not the group-level template (de Boer et al., 2010; 

Tohka, 2014). Additionally, CSF segmentations has the same intensity range as inflammation on 

T1-weighted MRI, a multi-modal approach with fluid-attenuated images can discern this 

difference whilst being cognizant of the test-retest reliability of different MRI pulse sequence and 

coil effects (Yan et al., 2020). 

3.4 Statistical Analysis  

Analyses were performed in MATLAB R2020a (Mathworks) using the statistical 

approaches described in Primer of applied regression and analysis of variance, Glantz 2016. 

 

Linear regression analysis: The slope and intercept (b1, b0) of a regression line for the 

dependent variable (y) as a function of the independent variable (x) for n samples is:   

 

𝑏1 =
𝑛Σ𝑋𝑌 − Σ𝑋Σ𝑌

𝑛Σ𝑋2 − (Σ𝑋)2
 

𝑏0 = 𝑌𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 − 𝑏1𝑋𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 

 

Testing if the slope of a regression line is different from zero i.e exhibits a linear 

relationship, we need to compare the t-statistic derived using the equation below with a standard 

two-tailed critical value t 

 

t=
𝑏1

𝑠𝑏1
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where 𝑠𝑏1 is the standard error of the slope. 

Relationship between regression and correlation: The square of the correlation 

coefficient a.k.a the coefficient of determination is the fraction of the total variance explained in 

the dependent variable by the regression equation. 

 

𝑅2 =
𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑔

𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
 

SSTotal=SSres+SSreg 

 

Where, SSTotal=Σ(𝑌 − 𝑌𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛)2, SSres=Σ[(𝑏0 + 𝑏1𝑋) − 𝑌𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛]2 
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 RESULTS 

4.1 Volumetric Measures Distribution Analysis 

 Independence of measurements: Independence of test classes is implied when comparing 

volumetric measures from different populations (CSA, NCA) and separate sessions (In1, In2, 

Post1, Post2, Post3), but not for separate tissues, as they are partitions of the complete brain.  

 

Non-parametric normality analysis: To perform any statistical inference testing, we first 

need to understand the underlying distributions of the volumetric parameters: rTVC, rBVC, 

SIENA, TVC, and BVC. We used the non-parametric one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test 

to ascertain if these distributions are indeed normally distributed. rTVC and TVC for every tissue 

(GM, WM, CSF, dCSF), rBVC, BVC, SIENA for an individual session (k: In1, In2, Post1, Post2, 

Post3, Retest), populations (NCA, CSA), and sport (Male: Football, Female: Soccer and pooled 

(across gender or sport) data) failed to reject the null hypothesis of a one-sample KS test (198 

tests!) which stated that the original distribution came from a hypothesized normal distribution 

with the mean and variance of each respective volumetric parameter.   

 

Pooling across gender or sport: Measurements of tissue and global volumes were found 

to be reliable in the control (NCA) population. Prior to conducting analyses across populations, 

NCA athletes at Retest were checked for any gender effects using an unpaired two-sample t-test. 

The pooling of male football and female soccer athletes was carried out as the sport-specific 

SIENARetest, BVCRetest, TVCRetest , rTVCRetest, and rBVCRetest were not found to be with different 

means when tested using an unpaired two-sample t-test with  = 0.05, degrees of freedom = 27 

and for each method: SIENA (p=0.66), BVC (0.83), TVC (GM (0.81), WM (0.57), CSF (0.71), 

dCSF (0.62),), rTVC (GM (0.77), WM (0.61), CSF (0.74), dCSF (0.68),) and rBVC (0.57). 

Additionally, it is to be noted that pooled samples of SIENARetest, BVCRetest , TVCRetest, rBVCRetest, 

and rTVCRetest values are not different in mean from zero over the 4-13-week time scale.  

Henceforth, the volumetric measures will be pooled for gender except for the last segment of HAE 

correlation analysis which explores the different HAE distribution profiles for each sport. 
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Sphericity: Mauchly’s sphericity test was run on the pairwise difference of variances 

between the four sessions (In1, In2, Post1, Post2) for rTVC and TVC (each tissue GM, WM, CSF, 

dCSF), rBVC, BVC and SIENA.  p-values resulting from Mauchly’s W sphericity test for rTVC 

(WM (0.062), CSF (0.212), dCSF (0.191), GM (0.128)), TVC (WM (0.089), CSF (0.193), dCSF 

(0.246), GM (0.181)), rBVC (0.186), BVC (0.291) and SIENA (0.169). All tissues demonstrated 

a non-significant p-value at a significance level of  = 0.05 thereby preserving the sphericity 

assumption and preventing the use of a correction.  

This parametric sphericity analysis across balanced-sample CSA sessions will assist with 

longitudinal analysis of the volumetric data using a one-way repeated measures analysis of 

variance (rANOVA). 

4.2 Ground Truth Analysis 

As we have explored the background of the wide variety of morphometric techniques, we 

first need to understand if the proposed method of quantifying brain volume change using 

normalized regional measures performs differently from these existing techniques. Here, we 

demonstrate a comparison between global volumetric change calculated using SIENA (Smith et 

al., 2002), BVC (Bigler et al., 2004, 2019; Spitz et al., 2013; Whitwell et al., 2001), and the 

proposed rBVC for the control athletes (NCA). As we recall, the only difference between the 

proposed method and existing methods is a normalization with respect to the baseline volume in 

addition to the subtractive or differential volumetric calculation. 

rANOVA (F-test with Fcritical(2, 56)=3.16) was first performed over the Retest measures to 

yield F=0.707, and p=0.49 with prior verification for sphericity across measures (Mauchly’s W on 

the pairwise differences of variances between the measures, p=0.091) preventing the use of a 

correction. Therefore, there were no overall differences between the related means of SIENA, 

BVC, and rBVC for the control population (NCA). Post hoc pairwise two-sample paired t-tests 

across the NCA population for these measures further verified that they were not different in means. 
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4.3 Atlas Specificity 

 

Figure 4.1 (Rows: Top to Bottom) Depiction of WM Johns Hopkins University (JHU) ROIs, GM Shen ROIs and GM 

Yeo ROIs for (Columns: Left to Right) axial, sagittal and coronal views. 

 

 There are 52 Brodmann areas that partition the brain into different anatomical structures 

based on their underlying cytoarchitecture. Linking these anatomical structures to functional 

networks (Baria et al., 2011) derived from resting state fMRI sequences has widely been practiced. 

Here resting-state networks (Shen et al., 2013) are demonstrated to reconcile with the normalized 

anatomical volumetric parameters. A deeper investigation must be conducted to understand why 

exactly this occurs. The resting-state networks are probably closely related to anatomically 

dependent delineation (Figure 1 and Figure 3 from (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002)) even though 

they are derived from resting state fMRI signals that are not based on cytoarchitecture or other 

anatomic distinctions.  

 In general, the choice of atlas for automatic segmentation methods can yield different 

performances (Yaakub et al., 2020). Here, we will depict a simple cross-comparison between two 
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GM atlases, specifically with largely varying average ROI sizes. Large scale resting-state networks 

(Yeo et al., 2011) do not show the same degree of GM volumetric detection as the high number of 

nodes in the Shen atlas (278 regions) forces a lower anatomical variance compared to the former 

(9 regions).  

Intuitively, each yeo ROI consists of multiple Shen ROIs, thereby demonstrating a higher 

variance as seen in the scatter plots below for rRVC across ROIs in the two GM templates where 

each line represents a separate subject within a subplot for a specific session. Since the average 

slope of each subplot is flatter than the y=x or 45-degree line (black-dotted), we can infer that the 

variance of rRVC measure for the athletes is higher when computed using the Yeo atlas than 

compared to the Shen. Another way to interpret the figure is to visualize the distance between 

rRVC measures for each atlas, the Yeo atlas has a larger spread than the Shen atlas. Therefore, we 

are justified to employ a less noisy/lower variance alternative to compute the regional GM volumes. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Visualizing template-specific variance in rRVC. 
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Moreover, the variance for CSA athletes for each template overshadowed the NCA athletes. 

Future work would involve exploring multiple WM atlases as well. The JHU 20 ROI atlas should 

suffice for the analyses performed here. It is also to be noted that WM structural changes are better 

visualized and detected by parameters computed from DTI images rather than volumetric measures 

from T1-weighted images. 

4.4 Statistical Analysis of Volumetric Measures 

There are multiple volumetric measures with a lot of degrees of freedom (subject, session, 

region, tissue, etc.). Visualizing the variation of these measures led us to explore 

longitudinal/session-wise analysis for a specific tissue as a function of subjects and regions/ROI. 

To understand the significant tissue-specific (GM, WM) longitudinal differences the following 

two analyses were performed. 

4.4.1 Group-level ROI Analysis 

 

Figure 4.3 Flowchart for group-level ROI analysis. 
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Localization of region-specific longitudinal changes in rRVC was effected for CSA on a 

confidence interval (CI) basis, using the NCA population as a reference. In this case, each ROI in 

the CSA was assessed on a tissue-level basis to determine if the average rRVC for the given tissue 

exhibited a mean change that fell outside the 95% CI for the specific tissue (i.e., rTVC) for the 

NCA. Thus, two ROI maps were generated for each tissue in CSA, identifying those ROIs for 

which the average CSA rRVC changes were (1) more negative than the lower 95% CI bound of 

the rTVC for NCA, or (2) more positive than the upper 95% CI bound of the rTVC for NCA.  Note 

that the WM assessment did not reveal any within-season ROIs falling outside the 95% CI and 

was omitted from further analysis. 

Longitudinal volumetric measures of GM ROIs for CSA exhibited a concave up behavior. 

Values decreased from baseline (Pre) with maximum deviation at end-of-season, as collision-

based activity ceased (Post1), followed by a neuroplastic return to baseline (Pre) after an extended 

period of rest (Post3).  

Figure 4.4a illustrates GM ROIs for CSA exhibiting an average rRVC exceeding the upper 

95% CI defined by rTVC of GM for NCA. The number of positively deviant ROIs peaked at In1, 

decreased with time until Post1, and then again increased across Post2 and Post3. Figure 4.4b 

illustrates GM ROIs for CSA exhibiting an average rRVC falling below the lower 95% CI defined 

by rTVC of GM for NCA. The number of negatively deviant ROIs increased longitudinally across 

sessions In1-Post1 but fell sharply for Post2 and Post3. 
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Figure 4.4 Gray matter regions of interest (ROIs) in collision sport athletes (CSA) at each given 

imaging session (see Figure 1) that exhibited an average relative regional volume change 

(rRVC), relative to Pre, that fell outside the 95% confidence interval defined from Test-Retest 

evaluation of non-collision athletes (NCA; N=29). (A) ROIs falling above the upper bound of the 

CI are depicted in cyan.  (B) ROIs falling below the lower bound of the CI are depicted in red.
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4.4.2 Subject-level ROI Distribution Analysis 

 

Figure 4.5 Flowchart for subject-level ROI distribution analysis. 

 

Each CSA had a mask generated by comparing their rRVC for separate ROIs belonging to 

a tissue (GM, WM) with the corresponding NCA 95th percentile CI bound of rRVC for the 

respective ROI. If the rRVC was outside of the bound, i.e., abnormal change, a mask value of 1 

was given and zero if not. The masks were then summed up over all CSA subjects and then 

normalized by the number of subjects at each session to yield a percentage value. The combined 

information of the session-wise distribution further explains the degree to which aberrant change 

is observed in the tissue-specific ROIs of CSA. 
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Figure 4.6 Cumulative distribution of ROIs with individual ROIs representing the percentage of CSA subjects 

exceeding the NCA 95th percentile CI bound of rRVC for that ROI for GM (a) Lower 95th and (b) Upper 95th. 

 

Figure 4.6a illustrates the extent to which GM volumes decreased across sessions 

represented here in decreasing order: Post1-In2-In1-Post2-Post3. This demonstrates the 

longitudinal variation in the number of CSA subjects that exhibited decreases in regional GM 

volumes relative to NCA. 
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Figure 4.6b illustrates the extent to which GM volumes increased across sessions 

represented here in decreasing order: Post2-In1-In2-Post1-Post3. This demonstrates the 

longitudinal variation in the number of CSA subjects that exhibited increases in regional GM 

volumes relative to NCA. 

Clearly, the Post1 session showed the most detrimental change whereas the Post2 session 

showed a reparative change of regional GM volume. 

 

 

Figure 4.7 Cumulative distribution of ROIs with individual ROIs representing the percentage of CSA subjects 

exceeding/outside the NCA 95th percentile CI bound of rRVC for that ROI for WM (a) Lower 95th and (b) Upper 95th. 
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Figure 4.7a illustrates the extent to which WM volumes decreased across sessions 

represented here in decreasing order: Post1-In2-In1-Post2-Post3. This demonstrates the 

longitudinal variation in the number of CSA subjects that exhibited decreases in regional WM 

volumes relative to NCA Figure 4.7b illustrates the extent to which WM volumes increased across 

sessions represented here in decreasing order: Post1-In1-Post2-In2-Post3. This demonstrates the 

longitudinal variation in the number of CSA subjects that exhibited increases in regional WM 

volumes relative to NCA. The Post1 session showed the most detrimental change and reparative 

change of regional WM volumes, although affecting at most 20% of the CSA subjects in the latter 

case. 
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Figure 4.8 Cumulative distribution of ROIs with individual ROIs representing the percentage of CSA subjects 

exceeding the NCA 95th percentile CI bound of rRVC for that ROI for tissue (a) WM and (b) GM.
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Table 4.1 represents the 50th and 95th percentile values of the percentage of CSA subjects 

exceeding NCA 95th percentile CI bound of rTVC at Session as seen in Figure 4.8. 

 

Table 4.1 50th and 95th percentile values of percentage of CSA subjects exceeding NCA 95th percentile CI bound of 

rTVC at Session. 

Tissue(X) Percentile 

level 

Percentage of CSA subjects exceeding NCA 95th percentile CI 

bound at Session 

In1 In2 Post1 Post2 Post3 

GM Top 50% 47.9 53.9 58.1 36.3 26.2 

Top 5% 72.0 77.6 85.2 53.3 46.2 

WM Top 50% 35.9 37.8 47.6 28.2 18.1 

Top 5% 45.6 47.4 56.1 35.5 23.7 

 

Results for the cumulative distribution of ROIs with individual ROIs representing the 

percentage of CSA subjects exceeding the NCA 95th percentile CI bound of rRVC for that ROI for 

tissues WM, GM are depicted in Figure 4.8. Essentially, the Post1 session exhibited the most 

volumetric regional change for both tissues GM, WM with regards to the percentage of the CSA 

population. A finer analysis with just the individual upper, lower NCA 95th percentile CI ROI 

bounds is presented in Figures 4.6, 4.7 for GM and WM respectively. A two-sample KS test was 

run on the pairwise ROI distributions with the null hypothesis being that the data were sampled 

from the same distribution. All GM, WM session pairs, except In1-In2 rejected this null hypothesis. 

The group-level analysis looks to identify subject-averaged aberrant ROIs, whereas the 

subject-level analysis quantifies the percentage of subjects that show an aberrant change. The 

flowcharts of the computation schema also elucidate the difference in averaging methods that 

arrive at the result. Another difference between the two analyses is that the NCA 95th percentile 

pool bound of rTVC is a stricter threshold than the individual rRVC ROI bound and hence fewer 

ROIs survive than compared to the subject-level distributions. Essentially, we are visualizing the 

ROIs with the most deviation (greater than two standard deviations) from the NCA population 

mean of rTVC for the whole CSA population across sessions, thereby helping us understand the 

regions of the brain that are at most risk of volumetric changes.  
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4.4.3 Longitudinal Analysis  

Note, Post3 is excluded here onwards to promote sample-balanced statistical analysis for 

longitudinal detection amongst CSA. CSA athlete measures of rTVC were evaluated for sphericity 

(Mauchly's W) and normality (one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov) before rANOVA was used to 

determine if longitudinal differences in rTVC for CSA athletes were associated with session. Post 

hoc t-tests were conducted on a pairwise basis within the CSA population to identify session-

specific changes (paired t-test), and across the CSA and NCA to detect any population differences 

(unpaired t-test). Refer to the boxplots in Figure 4.9 to get a brief understanding of each 

population’s significant rTVC longitudinal deviations. The overall variance across populations of 

CSA, NCA is clearly distinctive and aligned with the normative variance of brain volume loss over 

time (Narayanan et al., 2020). 

 

Figure 4.9 Boxplots depicting rTVC (GM, WM, CSF, dCSF) against sessions for NCA, CSA populations. (Significant 

differences for pairwise t-tests are highlighted by brackets) 

 

Mean scores of rTVC for GM and dCSF exhibited significant session-wise differences 

within CSA and between CSA and NCA. Longitudinal assessment of rTVC for the CSA 

population were found to be significant for GM (F (3,168) = 2.91) and dCSF (F (3,168) = 3.13). 
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Post hoc Bonferroni corrected t-tests of rTVC within CSA population and across NCA-CSA 

populations are presented in Table 4.2. 

4.4.4 Post hoc t-Tests 

Inter-session tests were carried out across populations on the following basis: 

CSA vs CSA: The F-test for each rTVC indicated significant changes for tissues: GM, 

dCSF across the four timepoints In1-In2-Post1-Post2. Post hoc paired t-tests further indicated the 

exact inter-session differences depicted in Table 4.2. All pairwise comparisons except the pairs 

involving Post1 for WM exhibited uniform variance. The latter had DF corrected for by the 

Satterthwaite approximation. Paired t-tests were run on pairwise comparisons of CSA rTVC to 

ascertain the session-wise differences. Tests were corrected for multiple comparisons using 

Bonferroni correction (= 6) yielding a Tcritical=2.73 at a significance level of 0.05. Tissues GM, 

dCSF having shown significant F-scores showed significant T-scores for inter-session 

comparisons of Post1-Post2 and In1-Post1, Post1-Post2 respectively. 

 

CSA vs NCA: Across populations, unpaired t-tests were run on pairwise comparisons of 

CSA-NCA rTVC to ascertain the session-wise population differences. Tests were corrected for 

multiple comparisons using Bonferroni correction (= 4) yielding a Tcritical=2.61 at a significance 

level of 0.05 with degrees of freedom corrected for by Satterthwaite approximation due to unequal 

variances of rTVC across populations (CSA, NCA) for each case. Tissues GM, CSF, dCSF showed 

significant T-scores for inter-session comparisons of Post1-Retest. All significant differences for 

the post hoc t-tests are highlighted in Figure 4.9. Table 4.2 summarizes the results of the rANOVA 

(F(3,168)) for each CSA rTVC (X: GM, WM, CSF, dCSF) as the continuous dependent variable 

and sessions (In1-In2-Post1-Post2) as the repeated measures independent variable or conditions. 

Means of each rTVC were tested for equality under the null hypothesis. Only GM, dCSF showed 

a significant deviation exceeding Fcritical = 2.66 for DF= 3 (conditions), 168 (error/residuals term) 

at a significance level of 0.05.  
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Table 4.2 Comparisons, by tissue type, of relative tissue volumetric changes (rTVC) as a function of group and session. 

For each tissue of gray matter (GM), cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), white matter (WM) and deep (ventricular), CSF 

(dCSF), results are presented for both within-group analyses of the collision sport athletes (CSA), and for an across 

group analysis of CSA with the non-collision sports athletes (NCA).  To evaluate within-group differences for CSA, 

Bonferroni corrected paired t-tests were conducted to compare the mean difference in rTVC on a pair-wise basis 

between follow-up sessions (In1, In2, Post1, Post2). To evaluate CSA relative to NCA, Bonferroni corrected unpaired 

t-tests were conducted to compare the mean difference in rTVC on a pair-wise basis between CSA follow-up session 

and the NCA follow-up session (Retest).  

  Mean Difference in rTVC (%) 

Tissue 

 CSA vs. CSA  CSA vs. NCA 

 In2 

vs.   

In1 

Post1 

vs.   

In1 

Post2

vs.   

In1 

Post1

vs.   

In2 

Post2

vs.   

In2 

Post2 

vs. 

Post1 

 In1  

vs.   

Retest 

In2  

vs.  

Retest 

Post1  

vs.  

Retest 

Post2 

vs.   

Retest 

GM  -0.91 -1.55 0.88 -0.64 1.79 2.43*  -0.89 -1.80 -2.44* -0.01 

CSF  0.42 1.86 0.01 1.44 -0.41 -1.85  0.78 1.20 2.64* 0.79 

dCSF  1.34 3.68* 0.05 2.34 -1.29 -3.63*  -0.02 1.32 3.66* 0.03 

WM  -0.68 -1.08 0.01 -0.40 0.69 1.09  -0.04 -0.72 -1.12 -0.03 

* Values in bold are statistically significant at p < 0.05 after Bonferroni correction 

 

 

Table 4.3 Longitudinal statistical analysis (F-test and t-tests) of global volumetric measures rBVC, SIENA, and BVC 

representing the mean percentage difference across sessions.  All datasets are relative normalized volumes and hence 

have no units.  

  Mean Difference in measure (%) 

Volumetric 

measure 

 CSA vs. CSA  CSA vs. NCA 

 In2 

vs.  

In1 

Post1 

vs.    

In1 

Post2

vs.   

In1 

Post1

vs.   

In2 

Post2

vs.   

In2 

Post2 

vs. 

Post1 

 In1   

vs.   

Retest 

In2   

vs.   

Retest 

Post1  

vs.  

Retest 

Post2  

vs.   

Retest 

rBVC  -0.51 -0.72 0.23 -0.21 0.74 0.95  -0.02 -0.53 -0.74 0.21 

SIENA  -0.53 -0.69 0.28 -0.16 0.81 0.97  -0.02 -0.55 0.71 0.26 

BVC  -0.54 -1.02 -0.35 -0.48 0.19 0.67  0.34 -0.2 -0.68 -0.01 

 

 

rBVC (F = 1.49), SIENA (1.47), BVC (0.87). According to the Monro-Kellie hypothesis, the total 

brain volume (brain parenchyma (GM, WM) and brain fluids (CSF)) is conserved and hence we 

probably do not see a significant longitudinal change across the global volumetric measures. 
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Table 4.4 Comparisons, by tissue type, of tissue volumetric changes (TVC) as a function of group and session. For 

each tissue of gray matter (GM), cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), white matter (WM), and deep (ventricular) CSF (dCSF), 

results are presented for both within-group analysis of the collision sport athletes (CSA), and for an across group 

analysis of CSA with the non-collision sports athletes (NCA).  To evaluate within-group differences for CSA, 

Bonferroni corrected paired t-tests were conducted to compare the mean difference in TVC on a pair-wise basis 

between follow-up sessions (In1, In2, Post1, Post2). To evaluate CSA relative to NCA, Bonferroni corrected unpaired 

t-tests were conducted to compare the mean difference in TVC on a pair-wise basis between CSA follow-up session 

and the NCA follow-up session (Retest).  

  Mean Difference in TVC (%) 

Tissue 

 CSA vs. CSA  CSA vs. NCA 

 In2 

vs.   

In1 

Post1 

vs.  

In1 

Post2

vs.  

In1 

Post1

vs.  

In2 

Post2

vs.  

In2 

Post2 

vs. 

Post1 

 In1  

vs.  

Retest 

In2  

vs.   

Retest 

Post1   

vs.  

Retest 

Post2  

vs.   

Retest 

GM  -0.82 -1.30 0.42 -0.48 1.24 1.72  -0.38 -1.20 -1.68 0.04 

CSF  0.72 1.23 -0.36 0.51 -1.08 -1.59  0.44 1.16 1.67 0.08 

dCSF  0.74 1.39 -0.40 0.65 -1.14 -1.79  0.48 1.21 1.87 0.07 

WM  -0.54 -0.99 0.21 -0.45 0.75 1.20  -0.21 -0.75 -1.19 0.01 

* Values in bold are statistically significant at p < 0.05 after Bonferroni correction 

 

The above table provides an extension to the sensitivity of traditional volumetric measures 

(TVC) as compared to the one proposed here (rTVC). As we can see (Table 4.2 vs. Table 4.4) the 

normalized measure (rTVC) increases longitudinal detection that would have been absent with 

traditional (TVC) measures. 

4.5 HAE Regression Analysis 

Note, Post2 and Post3 are excluded here onwards because of the negligible change in 

volumetric measures from Post1 in addition to an absence of HAE profiles after Post1. 

 

Outline: Assessment of the correlation of volumetric changes (rTVC) with HAE exposure 

(across multiple PTA thresholds) was effected by the computation of Pearson’s r at each session. 

A linear predictor was subsequently modeled for rTVC as a function of nHAE at each session, 

only for those PTATh for which a significant r was observed. All statistical results from these 

assessments were corrected for multiple comparisons using the FWER (Family-wise Error Rate) 

Bonferroni correction procedure, the p-values are corrected for four tissues (GM, WM, CSF, dCSF) 

at each session. It is to be noted that this procedure gives the same performance as for a Benjamini-

Hochberg procedure of False Discovery Rate = 5%.  
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Assessments of rTVC for dCSF demonstrated a linear relationship with accumulated RHI 

(nHAE) at a PTATh of 50G. The predictor modeling of rTVC as a function of nHAE for the 

significant PTATh, session is illustrated in Figure 4.10 with respective 95% CIs.  

 

 

Figure 4.10 Linear dependence (pBonf < 0.05) at Post1 (N=55) for percentage relative tissue volume change (rTVC) of 

ventricular cerebrospinal fluid (dCSF) as a function of the number of head acceleration events (nHAE) exceeding 50 

G. Female soccer athletes (N=19), male football athletes (N=36) are represented by solid triangles and solid circles 

respectively. Red solid and blue dashed lines represent the mean regression line and corresponding 95% confidence 

interval.  

Note: Two football athletes with incomplete HAE data are excluded from this analysis. 

 

Table 4.5 Effect sizes of Pearson’s r ( = 0.05/adjusted pcorrected(FWER) =0.0125; N=55) for rTVC against nHAE at 

respective PTA threshold. 

 PTATh (G) 

20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 

GM .281 .284 .280 .272 .268 .254 .321 .290 .293 .311 .314 .334 .322 .323 .295 .281 

dCSF .226 .231 .242 .241 .268 .283 .339 .311 .289 .252 .271 .241 .220 .199 .177 .134 
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Figure 4.11 Linear predictor plots for rTVC at session Post1 of GM, dCSF against nHAE at 75G, 50G respectively.
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Significant changes observed within dCSF: As depicted in Table 4.5, the GM rTVC was 

also highly (but not strongly or significantly) correlated (pBonf>0.05, p<0.05) at the 75G PTA 

threshold, thereby indicating accrued damage to the GM at a higher threshold than compared to 

the dCSF tissue. Given the negligible slope (Figure 4.11a) and its derived t-statistic (slope 

normalized by the standard error of the slope), we can see that the regression line does not 

demonstrate a significant linear relationship. 

 

 

Figure 4.12 Linear predictor plots for rTVC at session Post1 of GM (Left), dCSF (Right) against nHAE at 75G, 50G 

respectively. Top row for N=19 soccer athletes, bottom row for N=36 football athletes. 

 

Analysis across sports: Figure 4.12 illustrates the sport-specific changes depicted in 

Figure 4.11 for soccer and football. Highlighting that the majority of the correlation of nHAE with 

rTVC is contributed by the football athletes, who are exposed to a larger (close to 2-3 fold) number 

of high-G HAE than compared to their soccer counterparts. Figure 4.13b provides a 

counterintuitive argument when compared to Figure 4.11b, proving that the combined cohort of 

soccer and football athletes produce a more meaningful correlation of nHAE with rTVC of dCSF 

at session Post1 than just the football athletes with similar degrees of freedom. And Figure 4.13a, 

the larger combined sample size of N=75 provides the strongest correlation of this section of 

regression analysis.
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Figure 4.13 Linear predictor plots for rTVC at session Post1 of dCSF against nHAE at 50G for (a) larger (Post hoc) 

cohort of athletes, (b) football only. 
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4.6 WM ROI Distribution 

 

Figure 4.14 WM rRVC ROI distribution by session. 
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Figure 4.14 explores the distribution rRVC of WM JHU ROIs. Possibly driving some 

insights into the sensitivity of the volumetric algorithm for WM. We can see a symmetric variation 

in the rRVC of individual ROIs across CSA sessions with only a slight change in means and a 

higher variance for session Post1, probably explaining the lack of findings with any of the previous 

longitudinal, distribution, and correlational analyses. Although the rRVC of ROIs 7, 8 exhibit 

volumetric changes (methods described by section 4.4.1 and Figure 4.3) future work would need 

to factor in DTI tractography measures to yield a more sensitive and clearer understanding of the 

WM structural alterations. 

In summary, collision-sport athletes exhibit different rTVC than Controls i.e., NCA-rTVC 

and CSA-rTVC were different at Post1. Changes in collision-sport athletes are time-dependent i.e., 

CSA rTVC at Post1 differs from In1 and Post2. These time-dependent changes in collision-sport 

athletes are correlated with HAE exposure: nHAE was strongly correlated with changes in dCSF 

at Post1 for HAEs for PTATh = 50G. The longitudinal trend observed in volumetric changes 

because of accumulated head trauma should urge athletes and coaches to allow for sufficient rest 

during the season to prevent the incidence of these short-term session-specific changes. The long-

term fatigue induced by the repeated stress of the short-term season-specific reversible changes 

remains yet to be explored. 
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 DISCUSSION 

Summary: This investigation sought to characterize and explain variations in brain volume 

measures from RHI experienced by the participation of high school-aged youth in collision sports 

(CSA). Using MRI, volumetric changes were assessed across a season of collision-sport 

participation and compared with the session-to-session variability of age-matched peers who 

participate only in sports that do not involve purposeful collisions (NCA). Statistically significant 

regional tissue-level volumetric changes (rTVC) were observed for gray matter (GM) and deep 

(ventricular) cerebrospinal fluid (dCSF) in CSA at the post-season (Post1) measure, relative to 

measures obtained prior to the season's onset of collision exposure (Pre). Further, longitudinal 

volumetric dCSF increases in these athletes were found to be significantly correlated with exposure 

to RHI (i.e., nHAE). Consistent with previous observations of changes in brain health in this 

population, the changes observed in dCSF did not return to baseline/normative levels until several 

months after the cessation of collision-based activities (Post2, Post3). While persistent alterations 

such as those suggesting accrual of changes year-over-year were not observed, concern remains 

for the neural health of CSA given the relatively long duration of the observed alterations in brain 

volume. 

5.1 Volumetric Changes 

Volumetric changes and normal aging: Volumetric changes for CSA documented here 

are suggestive of at least transient deleterious alterations to brain physiology brought about by 

repetitive HAEs. Decreases in GM volume and increases in dCSF volume are not consistent with 

previous literature quantifying year-to-year normative brain development (Blatter et al., 1997; Ge 

et al., 2002.; Good et al., 2001; Lenroot et al., 2007). Further, volumetric changes in dCSF were 

linked to cumulative exposure to RHI.  Given the inter-session time intervals and the subsequent 

neuroplastic return to baseline after extended rest from collision-based activity, it is unlikely that 

these observed changes are a consequence of maturation in adolescents.  

Note that we are here assuming that normative changes for youth athletes over the interval 

between imaging sessions are captured by our test-retest measures with the NCA. The observation 

of significant tissue-level (GM, CSF, dCSF) population-specific volumetric changes (CSA vs. 
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NCA) for CSA at Post1 can thus be reasonably posited to be attributable to accumulated 

physiological changes caused by HAEs, which are expected to be absent (or at least substantially 

lesser) in NCA.  

 

Volumetric changes and HAE thresholds: Near-term post-season measurements of 

volumetric changes in dCSF for asymptomatic CSA were predicted by cumulative exposure to 

RHI. The longitudinal tissue-level changes seen in mean rTVC for dCSF were strongly correlated 

at Post1 with nHAE at a PTA threshold of 50G. These findings are not dependent on the athlete’s 

gender even after factoring in the difference in hit distribution profiles across the populations of 

football and soccer athletes (Lee et al., 2021). At this 50G PTA threshold, these volumetric 

findings complement the previous detection of CVR changes (Svaldi et al., 2015) and MR 

spectroscopic changes (Bari et al., 2019) for the asymptomatic CSA population.  

Further, similar PTA thresholds (e.g., 60G) have been found to induce functional changes 

in previous biomarker studies involving this CSA population using verbal, visual task-based fMRI 

(Robinson et al., 2015; Talavage et al., 2014b) and MR spectroscopy (Poole et al., 2015). The 

amalgamation of these various findings moves us closer to understanding the threshold at which 

HAEs meaningfully affect the brain health of CSA.  

 

Regional variation of volumetric changes: Regional variation of GM volumetric 

measures was sparsely scattered across all areas of the brain as opposed to the localized dCSF 

changes. Longitudinal measurements of volumetric changes in GM for CSA primarily showed a 

decrease in the temporal, occipital, and prefrontal cortices coupled with a slight increase in the 

parietal cortex. At a regional level, similar longitudinal distributions of deviant ROIs have been 

recorded for task-based fMRI (Robinson et al., 2015), CVR (Svaldi et al., 2017), DTI (Bazarian et 

al., 2014; Jang et al., 2019a; Lipton et al., 2013; Tremblay et al., 2019) and neurophysiological 

impairment (Breedlove et al., 2012) for the CSA population.  

The lack of consistent localization of these volumetric changes could be attributed to the 

varying patterns of head impact history (location, magnitude, and frequency). Determining the 

underlying mechanism (coup, contrecoup, resonance cavitation) of the observed changes would 

be the next steps of the in-depth impact location analysis. Some literature observing posterior 
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changes in cortical gray matter with frontal impact loading favor the contrecoup explanation (Gong 

et al., 2018). 

The mechanical stress of cumulative HAEs is observed here to cause a tissue-specific 

(dCSF) relative volumetric change, specifically within the ventricles. Regional brain mechanical 

responses to randomly incident HAE exhibit a primary intersection of induced strain near the 

center of the brain (Ji et al., 2014; Gurdjian and Gurdjian 1976). This accumulated strain might 

explain the observation of localized dCSF increase as opposed to a significant global change in 

CSF.  

Documenting and validating the loci of these volumetric changes should aid future 

investigations to explore regional alterations in brain physiology. Lack of volumetric changes in 

WM could be explained by the absence of immediate large-scale axonal loss (Smits et al., 2011), 

the sensitivity of MRI as opposed to DTI to detect WM changes (Jang et al., 2019), and the 

relatively long duration for neuroinflammation to manifest as WM degeneration (Mouzon et al., 

2014). Similar trends of GM-CSF changes with a lack of significant WM findings were observed 

in a ROI approach study involving severe vs. mild TBI children (Berryhill et al., 1995) 

Therefore, asymptomatic CSA are likely to exhibit regional volumetric alterations 

significantly different from NCA that take several months to return to baseline levels. Here, these 

alterations are best explained by the accumulation of HAE which is absent in NCA. Continual 

participation in collision-based activities may represent a risk wherein recovery cannot occur. Even 

when present, the degree of the eventual recovery remains to be explored but has strong 

implications for the well-being of collision-sport participants. 

5.2 Pathophysiological Modeling  

Similar findings in other pathologies: The exploration to ascertain a mechanism 

explaining this pathology is best supplemented by studying the pathophysiology of similar 

neurological conditions. Similar volumetric changes have previously been observed in cases with 

mTBI specifically quantifying ventricular CSF increase (Blatter et al., 1997; Brezova et al., 2014; 

N. D. Davenport et al., 2018; T. C. Harris et al., 2019; Ledig et al., 2017; Spitz et al., 2013) and 

GM atrophy in temporal, parietal, subcortical ROIs (Bigler et al., 2019; Burrowes et al., 2020; 

Levine et al., 2006; Patel et al., 2020; Sussman et al., 2017), cortical ROIs (Bigler et al., 2004; 

Epstein et al., 2016; Dean et al., 2015; Gale et al., 2005; Mackenzie et al., 2002.; Patel et al., 2020; 
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Spitz et al., 2013; Zhou et al., 2013). Studies of Anorexia Nervosa (AN), dehydration have also 

been documented with similar longitudinally reversible GM and dCSF volume changes (Boto et 

al., 2017; Frintrop et al., 2019; Reyes-Haro et al., 2015; Seitz et al., 2015). Here, we build on the 

above findings and demonstrate similar volumetric changes in a dataset of asymptomatic youth 

athletes experiencing RHI.  

Moving forward in investigating other more severe neurological conditions. Longitudinal 

GM atrophy has also been observed on a regional, global level in pathologies related to moderate-

severe TBI (Bendlin et al., 2008; Blatter et al., 1997; Cole et al., 2018; T. C. Harris et al., 2019; 

Lannsjö et al., 2013; Ledig et al., 2017; Meysami et al., 2019; Raji et al., 2016; Tremblay et al., 

2013, 2019; Trivedi et al., 2007) mainly affecting the temporal, parietal, sub-cortical and cortical 

regions. It has additionally been quantified on a regional basis in the hippocampus, amygdala 

(Anstey et al., 2003; Bottino et al., 2002) for Alzheimer’s disease, cognitive impairment (Labayru 

et al., 2019; Lee et al., 2013; Anderson et al., 2012; Bottino et al., 2002) and multiple sclerosis 

(MS) (Nakamura et al., 2014; Rudick et al., 1999). Furthermore, instances of cortical thinning are 

witnessed in cases of chronic smokers (Kuhn et al., 2010), schizophrenia (Giuliani et al., 2005), 

and other psychiatric disorders (Raine et al., 2000; Huebner et al., 2008). Ventricular CSF increase, 

on the other hand, has been observed in cases of CTE (McKee et al., 2009; Omalu et al. 2011), 

sports concussions (Tremblay et al., 2013), MS (Rudick et al., 1999), and acute dehydration 

(Streitbürger et al., 2012; Dickson et al., 2005). Linking the neuromodulation of these underlying 

pathologies with mTBI (Graham et al., 2019; Raji et al., 2016; Gooijers et al., 2016) and RHT 

should provide insight into the mechanism driving the changes observed here.  

 

Understanding the pathophysiological mechanisms: Future intervention strategies to 

prevent or treat changes, such as were observed here, require us to explore possible mechanisms 

governing these volumetric changes. Longitudinal changes in volumetric measures of GM and 

dCSF reach a maximum of 4-8 weeks after the cessation of collision activity and return to normal 

after 15-20 weeks of rest from collision-related activity. Similar results in cortical gray matter have 

been observed in a slightly older mTBI cohort wherein the neurobehavioral symptoms start to 

subside after a 4-month interval (Ling et al., 2013).  

GM changes could be perfusion induced (Holmin et al., 1995; Holmin et al., 1998; 

Unterberg et al., 2004) with apoptosis of cortical cells peaking only after 1-week post-injury (Conti 
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et al., 1998). dCSF increase could be attributed to improper waste metabolism within the 

glymphatic system (Christensen et al., 2020; Plog et al., 2015) leading to a progressive 

enlargement of the ventricles. The cumulative effect of these asymptomatic volumetric changes 

could lead to the manifestation of a more gross and recognizable symptomatic pathology.  

The exact mechanism of interaction of these tissue-specific volumetric changes and how 

they play a combined role in explaining asymptomatic repetitive HAE-induced injury remains yet 

to be quantified, but several hypothesized key pathways linking these neurological observations 

are presented in Figure 5.1. Pathologies such as anorexia nervosa (Blasel et al., 2012; Boghi et al., 

2011; Boto et al., 2017; Seitz et al., 2015) and dehydration (Biller et al., 2015; Kempton et al., 

2011) present with similar volumetric observations and therefore might help narrow down the 

actively involved metabolic regulatory mechanisms.  

The acute edema, neuroinflammation (Jang et al., 2019), oxidative stress (Fehily & 

Fitzgerald, 2017) from the RHI could possibly lead to reactive astrogliosis (Chen et al., 2020), 

microglial activation (Kou & VandeVord, 2014), astrocyte density (Fintrop et al., 2019; Reyes-

Haro et al., 2015) and metabolism (J. L. Harris et al., 2015) alteration coupled with reduced 

neurogenesis (Costa et al., 2010; Diotel et al., 2020; Redell et al., 2020), mitochondrial dysfunction 

(Lindfors et al., 2011; Rinholm et al., 2016) and excitotoxicity (Blasel et al., 2012). Finding an 

intersection for most of these mechanisms leads us to hypothesize a connection between 

glymphatic system dysregulation and RHT. These mechanisms are possible precursors which 

when accumulated over longer periods of collision-based activity could cause large-scale systemic 

alterations.
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Figure 5.1 Hypothesis of pathophysiological mechanisms linking RHT (as associated with exposure to HAEs) to observed reversible changes in GM and dCSF 

volumes. Other disorders (yellow) known to effect similar changes in GM and dCSF, in addition to changes in WM that were not observed herein, are depicted 

along with key pathways (blue) hypothesized to lead to these neurological observations (green).  
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Figure 5.2 Hypothesis of metabolic regulatory pathways as associated with repeated exposure to HAEs to observations of altered. The pathophysiological metabolic 

regulatory mechanisms (Blue) of the conditions (yellow) anorexia nervosa, dehydration, and RHT hypothesized due to the observation of similar metabolites (Myo-

Inositol, Glutamine-Glutamate) concentration imbalance (Green). 
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Figure 5.3  Hypothesis of reactive astrogliosis and glymphatic system dysfunction as an explanation for the changes observed with head trauma. Green depicting 

the observed outcomes with repetitive head trauma, sky blue pinpointing an adverse outcome and transparent dark blue representing key metabolic processes. 
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Understanding the metabolic regulatory pathways: Investigating possible mechanisms 

governing these volumetric changes in GM, dCSF further led us to explore the pathophysiology 

of similar neuropathological conditions. Studies of Anorexia Nervosa (AN), dehydration have also 

been documented with similar longitudinally reversible GM and dCSF volume changes. Moreover, 

the imbalance in biomarkers such as concentration of myo-Inositol and Glutamine-Glutamate as 

seen in subjects experiencing RHI (Bari et al., 2019; Fischer, Hylin, et al., 2016; J. L. Harris et al., 

2015; Lefebvre et al., 2018) are observed separately as an outcome of metabolic alteration caused 

by mitochondrial dysfunction (Rinholm et al., 2016; Lindfors et al., 2010), reactive astrogliosis 

(Hellerhoff et al., 2021; Chen et al., 2017) and excitotoxicity (Blasel et al., 2012) in AN. Glutamate 

excitotoxicity is also observed after severe neurotrauma resulting in elevated intracellular calcium, 

mitochondrial failure, ischemia that can cause memory impairment (Atkins et al., 2006) astrocytic 

dysfunction (Ma et al., 2013). Reconciling these findings across the pathologies could unearth an 

underlying explanation (Figure 5.2) that explores the metabolic regulation mechanisms and 

pathways of the RHT condition. 

All of these within-season changes are consistent with prior studies of acute dehydration 

(Dickson et al., 2005) but observed in a more chronic form here. Another possible route for future 

studies would be to investigate the glymphatic system. The glial-lymphatic system is responsible 

for waste management above the cervical lymph nodes. Quantifying CSF flow and correlating it 

with acquired fMRI/MRI data should be an interesting question for future research.  

 

Reactive astrogliosis and other physiological implications: A small hit to the cranial 

compartment can compress the axon fibers of the neurons and affect the nodes of Ranvier which 

assist with normal nerve impulse conduction. Large hits on the other hand can fracture the skull, 

cause a subdural hematoma, and break the axon fibers. At a smaller scale the initial biomechanical 

and physiological changes would be changes in intracranial pressure, microvasculature damage, 

axonal injury from shear stresses coupled with neuronal and glial stress. With sufficient damage, 

these can cause secondary mechanisms such as mitochondrial alteration, protein aggregation, 

oxidative stress, synaptic dysfunction, and excitotoxicity.  

Neuroinflammation and microvasculature damage are the first signs of physical trauma in 

the central nervous system. These affect the glial cells (astrocytes, microglia, oligodendrocytes 

that support axon fibers), especially the astrocytes (Burda et al., 2016) which affect normal 
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neuronal functioning and cause reactive astrogliosis which in turn affects the glymphatic system 

(Ren et al. 2021, Mira et al., 2021, Benveniste et al., 2019) that can disrupt the blood brain barrier.  

Reactive astrogliosis is one of the active mechanisms involved with tissue damage to the 

central nervous system (Pekny et al., 2016, Sofroniew et al., 2015, Li et al., 2020, Moulson et al., 

2021). Reactive astrogliosis is known to limit regeneration of axons and synapses (Pekny et al., 

2014). A possible pathway highlighting the alterations observed in functional connectivity of CSA: 

Abbas et al. (2015), white matter structural integrity: Jang et al. (2019), metabolite concentration 

and microRNAs: Vike et al. (2021) and volumetric changes from the current study are presented 

in Figure 5.3. With the latter also being observed as inflammation-dependent in posthemorrhagic 

hydrocephalus (Karimy et al., 2017). 

Given the prominence of such mechanisms, biomarkers such as glial fibrillary acidic 

protein should be explored to quantify the extent of injury (Huebschmann et al., 2020, Papa et al., 

2016, Meier et al., 2017) as it plays a major role in astrocyte development. Other biomarkers such 

as salivary S100B (Janigro et al. 2020, Meier et al., 2017) can function as surrogates for regulating 

neuronal development after a TBI. 

Multiple mechanical injury models for blast-related injury (Rosenfeld et al., 2013) have 

demonstrated dysfunction of neurotransmitter receptors mainly in the hippocampus and other 

excitatory synaptic neurotransmission (Aungst et al., 2014). GM volume change could be a result 

of short-term acute cerebral ischemia, cerebral autoregulation and reperfusion which eventually 

lead to edema. Hypoperfusional zones exhibit secondary neuronal damage coupled glial and 

axonal degeneration. Moreover, vasogenic blood brain barrier breakdown occurs a few hours (6-

16) after a TBI (Holmin et al., 1995) with cytotoxic alterations like mitochondrial dysfunction, 

micro hemorrhages and cerebral aquaporin4 channel disruption, the latter playing a key role in 

glymphatic system functioning (Unterberg et al., 2004). These short-term changes can accumulate 

over time to cause cortical atrophy coupled with changes in intracranial and cerebral perfusion 

pressures. Additionally, apoptosis of cortical cells peaks at 1 week in rat models, with severe head 

trauma leading to glutamate increase, hyper glycolysis and fast excitotoxicity to cellular calcium 

imbalance (Bullock et al., 1998). Similar physiological cascades could be created with milder head 

trauma. 

The lack of significant WM volume reduction could be because large-scale volume loss 

only occurs 6-12 months after severe injury (Mouzon et al., 2014) whereas micro alterations are 
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best detected using DTI images (Jang et al., 2019). In addition, to alterations in serum miRNAs 

and metabolite concentrations, CSF cytokine levels are known to increase in cases of TBI 

(Lindqvist et al., 2014, Kumar et al., 2014, Juengst et al., 2014). The reactive oxidative stress that 

follows TBI can lead to DNA fragmentation then to alteration in mitochondrial function finally 

leading to apoptosis and even necrosis (Tran et al., 2014). Other neurodegenerative pathologies 

such as Alzheimer’s have presented with B-amyloid depositions that likely contribute to apoptosis 

and inflammation (Faden et al., 2015, Roberts et al., 1990), linking mTBI to Alzheimer’s via a 

pathophysiological pathway will burgeon other research opportunities in the field of neuroscience. 

The chronic nature of these alterations and their relation to the health of youth athletes remains yet 

to be explored. It is to be noted that late exercise reduces neuroinflammation after TBI in mice 

(Piao et al., 2013) and could be a possible intervention for youth athletes to reduce the effects of 

neurotoxic inflammatory response. 

 

CSF flow implications: The Monro-Kellie hypothesis states that the sum of the brain 

parenchymal volume, CSF and intracranial blood is constant if the intracranial pressure remains 

constant. The hypothesis’s contributions are mainly with increased intracranial pressure and 

decreased CSF volume observed in MRI abnormalities (Mokri, 2001), tissue-compliance changes 

during hypoxic-ischemic conditions such as stroke (Kalisvaart et al., 2020) and other surgical 

applications (Dobrocky et al., 2020). Here, it can be posited that if the intracranial pressure and 

blood volumes (related to cerebral perfusion pressure) remain constant over long periods of time 

(months to a year), the reversible changes observed in CSF are coupled with complementary 

changes in the brain parenchyma, mainly GM ROIs.  

To pinpoint the causative mechanism would require further exploration with multi-modal 

techniques of MR perfusion and CSF flow imaging. It is also observed that increased CSF volumes 

are correlated with increased glymphatic waste clearances in neurodegenerative disorders 

(Tarasoff-Conway et al., 2015). The extent of this change and possible chronic complications 

remains yet to be explored. There have been other studies trying to quantify CSF flow using fMRI 

techniques (H.-C. Yang et al., 2021.) linking them to vascular low frequency oscillations and 

respiration (Vijayakrishnan Nair et al., 2021). But the lack of reproducibility and reliability when 

it comes to using fMRI signals to quantify cerebral blood volume is low, as it’s often confounded 

with cerebral flow and other metabolic regulatory processes (Murphy & Fox, 2017). Therefore, 
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the use of 3-D phase contrast imaging and other MR perfusion techniques will provide a better 

ground truth when it comes to quantifying CSF flow within the glymphatic system. Additionally, 

not only are the subcortical regions affected with the glymphatic dysregulation but also the 

perivascular spaces (Ramirez et al. 2016), hence the latter could be considered as an alternative 

for imaging strategy to quantify glymphatic functioning for RHT. 
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 FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

 Considering the recent findings using multiple MRI protocols (MRS, DTI, CVR, fMRI, 

working memory and T1-weighted MRI) within this study cohort, it would be in the interest to re-

assess all the data using these different approaches to create a more integrated and complete model 

explaining the neuroradiological observations. Following which, the construction of a more 

comprehensive pathophysiological model explaining the biological pathways that regulate these 

observations would be a vital contribution in this field.  

From a morphometric perspective, it would be great if a structural model was created 

coupling the GM-CSF sensitive T1-weighted MRI and WM-sensitive DTI thereby explaining the 

volumetric aspects of RHT. Using other techniques to quantify GM cortical thickness and surface 

area would also add to the volumetric findings. 

  The resolution of the MRI images increases with increasing magnetic field strength, 

specifically with the square root of the B0 field. Therefore, collecting longitudinal data with a 

magnet of higher field strength would greatly improve the optics of these findings. Additionally, 

exploring the variation of these longitudinal volumetric changes over greater lengths of time (>2 

years or seasons of collision-based activity) using mediating statistical models would give a 

complete picture of the temporal aspect of RHT. This study also uses a relatively small sample 

(N<100) of youth athletes, quantifying volumetric changes with a larger cohort (N>200) while 

being cognizant of the reliability across different data acquisition protocols would increase the 

statistical power of the results. 

 

𝑟𝑅𝑉𝐶𝑝,𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 =
𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

1/𝑝
− 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑖,𝑗,𝑃𝑟𝑒

1/𝑝

𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑖,𝑗,𝑃𝑟𝑒
1/𝑝

 

 

 A significant contribution of this thesis is the mathematical approach towards brain 

volumetry wherein the regional volumes are normalized with respect to the baseline volumes. 

Employing other kernels and mathematical transformations (example: Lp normalization for RVC 

as described above) and quantifying its sensitivity statistically across populations would be a 

worthy next step. 
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Additionally, exploring the physiological modeling with regards to the changes observed 

in the CSF, employing a multi-model approach to quantify CSF flow, cerebral blood volume and 

brain parenchymal volumes will produce more meaningful results. Possible alternatives could 

include arterial spin-labeling or other MR perfusion techniques coupled with phase contrast 

imaging, DTI, dynamic susceptibility contrast imaging and T1-weighted MRI. This way, it would 

be easier to quantify CSF flow and its implications to the neural health of these athletes. Since the 

CSF is mainly regulated during sleep, collecting MRI and EEG data while the subjects are asleep 

will provide a better picture of the subject’s waste clearance system. Constructing causal statistical 

models tracking various RHT biomarkers with other evidence-based mediators and outcomes 

should culminate the research in this field. Specifically, using short-term serum-based biomarkers 

and longitudinal imaging assessments of athletes participating in collision sports. Testing the 

sensitivity, reliability, and temporal evolution of the neuroradiological observations is an important 

next step. 

Finally, the current study is limited by the error introduced by its pre-processing, post-

processing methods, scanner noise, head coil noise, patient variability and the sensitivity of T1-

weighted MRI. Patient/inter-subject variability encompassing factors such as hit distribution 

history profile, active game time, position on the field, skull geometry, intracranial tissue 

distribution, neck strength, BMI, and other covariates are crucial for understanding this pathology. 

Factoring in all these variables and quantifying their variances would help future analyses and 

statistical models. The possible inclusion of MR-phantom based techniques to improve the 

reliability of the underlying data would be useful as well. 
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APPENDIX 

Functional Connectivity Alteration in Male Middle School Football Athletes 

Introduction: Previous research has shown that asymptomatic high school (HS) athletes 

exposed to RHI (e.g., blows to the head, whiplash due to strikes to the body) had changes in their 

default mode network (DMN) (Abbas, Shenk, Poole, Robinson, et al., 2015). Resting-state fMRI 

(rs-fMRI) data from male middle school (MS) football athletes was evaluated for changes in 

connectivity before and after the competitive season in this study. Both a whole brain parcellation 

and a DMN sub-network mask revealed changes. The pattern of alterations is like what has been 

seen in cases of sports-related concussion (Papa et al., 2015).This finding supports the need for 

ongoing monitoring of youth athletes to avoid the long-term effects of RHT. 

Resting state fMRI scans are based on the theory that neurons that require energy for firing, 

which will cause a transient change in cerebral blood flow through neurovascular coupling which 

gives rise to the blood-oxygen-level dependent T2*-weighted signal. Initially, fMRI was used to 

quantify different brain regions activated by different tasks performed by the subjects. The 

discovery of a task negative fMRI by Biswal et al. (1992) led to the development of resting state 

fMRI and studying the brain’s circuits in the absence of any task. 

Materials and Procedures:  

Participants: A total of 32 male athletes, including 16 MS (years 12-13) football athletes and 

a control group of 16 non-collision sport athletes, participated on a voluntary basis at both the MS 

(n=3, ages 12-13; baseball, track and cross-country) and HS (n=13, ages 14-17) levels.  

All athletes had two MRI sessions, spaced out according to the length of their competition 

seasons (football athletes: 10-12 weeks apart; MS controls: 4-5 months; HS controls: 4-6 weeks). 

Data was collected using a General Electric 3T Signa HDx MRI for all images. Each MRI session 

included an 8-minute rs-fMRI scan with eyes open (TR=2sec; 240 volumes) and high-resolution 

anatomical imaging (1mm isotropic T1-weighted). 

Pre-processing of resting state scans (Figure A.1) includes slice-timing correction, 

despiking, motion correction, co-registration with corresponding anatomical scans, picture 

normalization, segmentation, and spatiotemporal smoothing (0.01-0.1 Hz passband). The number 

of connections surpassing a specific threshold (r=0.4) in the correlation network matrix obtained 
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using the average time series from each of the 278 ROIs was computed as a whole-brain metric 

after parcellation (Shen et al., 2013). The number of connections surpassing the stated correlation 

threshold with the average time series of a 12mm radius seed region was used to calculate the 

DMN measure (Posterior Cingulate Cortex seed region). 

 

 

Figure A.1. rs-fMRI pre-processing pipeline. 

 

Results and Discussion: Changes in DMN and whole-brain connectivity for MS football athletes 

and controls are shown in Figure A.2 (note that the three MS controls are denoted by a '*').  
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Figure A.2. Boxplot of connectivity values for DMN and whole-brain metric for MS athletes and controls 

 

MS football athletes exhibited statistically significant (p<0.05; paired t-test) increases in 

connectivity to the DMN seed (i.e., more of the brain involved in the DMN), and decreases in 

whole-brain connectivity (i.e., less coordination across the brain) after exposure to repeated head 

trauma. After the season, MS football athletes' DMN values were more like those of HS controls 

(i.e., the brain appeared "older"), although whole-brain connectivity measures fell significantly 

below those of either control group. 

Conclusions: Changes in connection are likely a result of repeated head acceleration events 

associated with collision sports participation. It is worth noting that the DMN changes in MS 

football athletes differ in direction from previous findings in HS football athletes (Papa et al., 

2015), but that they eventually return to "normal" HS control measures following exposure, 

implying neuroprotective responses. The decrease in whole-brain connection, on the other hand, 

is more symptomatic of injury and a decline in the brain's effective maturity. MS football athletes 

and similar-aged controls may have similar connection at the start, but changes in the football 

athletes signal that this is a population that should be monitored and perhaps intervened in to 

prevent or minimize repeated head trauma occurrences. 
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Functional Connectivity Alteration in Female Soccer Athletes 

Introduction: Previous research work has found changes in the DMN in asymptomatic 

athletes who have been subjected to RHI (e.g., hits to the head, whiplash from blows to the body) 

(Abbas, Shenk, Poole, Robinson, et al., 2015). Data from female high school soccer athletes is 

analyzed over an eight-month period, encompassing activities prior to, during, and after the 

competition season. A whole brain parcellation map (Shen et al., 2013) is used to quantify changes 

in network connection, providing a comprehensive picture of connectivity changes. The findings 

have consequences for athletic trainers and players who are trying to avoid the long-term effects 

of concussion and other mild traumatic brain injuries. 

Methods: 

Participants and data acquisition: On a voluntary basis, 31 female high school athletes 

(17 soccer, 14 non-collision sport; ages 14-17) took part in the study. Around the time of their 

season, soccer players had 5 MRI sessions (Pre=before the start of the season; In1=1-4 weeks after 

the start of the season; In2=4-9 weeks after the start of the season; Post1=15-20 weeks after the 

start of the season; Post2=26-29 weeks after the start of the season). Non-collision athletes were 

imaged twice, 4-6 weeks apart, before (Test) and after (ReTest) the start of activity. 

 

 

Figure A.3. Imaging schedule for the athlete populations representing median time-intervals. 
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Data was collected using a General Electric 3T Signa HDx MRI for all images. Athletes 

performed one 9min 48sec eyes-open resting state fMRI scan (TR=2s) and high-quality anatomical 

imaging during each MRI session (1mm isotropic T1-weighted). 

Data processing and analysis: Slice timing correction, despiking, motion correction, co-

registration with its corresponding anatomical scan, image normalization, segmentation, spatio-

temporal smoothing (0.01-0.1 Hz passband), and removal of physiological Neuroimaging 

Informatics Tools and Resources Clearinghouse (NITRC) v2.1.31-0 and local white matter noise 

were all used in the pre-processing of resting-state scans. Following parcellation (Shen et al., 2013) 

the average time series from each of the 278 ROIs were used to create a correlation network matrix. 

The 278-node network matrix was evaluated for each subject over correlation thresholds ranging 

from 0.30 to 0.80, with the count of supra-threshold connections (#Conn) used as the metric of 

resting state functional connectivity (noting that r=0.15 corresponds to puncorrected < 0.01 for 290 

measurements). Using a paired t-test, #Conn values at In1, In2, Post1, and Post2 were compared 

to Pre for soccer- and ReTest to Test for non-collision-athletes at each threshold. 

 

 

Figure A.4. Longitudinal variation of #Conn (at r=0.3) 
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Results: Figure A.4 depicts the network connectivity differences across CSA and NCA for 

#Conn threshold at r=0.3. Corresponding average #Conn values are shown in Table A.1, in which 

statistically significant differences (pBonferroni<0.05) from Pre are indicated by asterisks. 

Trends of longitudinal decrease in #Conn for In1, In2 and Post1 are apparent in Table A.1, 

with corrected statistical significance observed at Post1, shortly after the end of their 9-10 week 

competition season. For soccer athletes, #Conn levels return approximately to Pre levels at Post2, 

following several months of rest after the competition season. These changes are consistent with 

prior work in high school football athletes (Poole et al., 2014) (Talavage et al., 2014b) and are 

posited to arise from accumulation of head trauma by the athletes during practices and games. 

Unlike the work in football athletes, like-aged non-collision athletes had higher #Conn values than 

for soccer but were consistent in showing no significant change over time. Unlike football players, 

non-collision athletes of similar ages had higher #Conn values than soccer players but showed no 

significant change over time. 

 
Table A.1. Subject average supra-threshold connection count (#Conn) by imaging session across correlation 

thresholds, for high school female soccer and non-collision athletes. (Corrected for MCP=4) 

 

 

Conclusions: The modifications in brain connections are most likely the result of the athletes' 

repeated RHI during the season. Given that these alterations predominantly influence broader 

networks with lower correlations, immediate obvious cognitive repercussions are unlikely, which 

is consistent with these athletes' asymptomatic nature. 
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